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INTRODUCTION 

Initially it was decided that the purpose of this
ove}-seas tour should be to study trends in mining exploration
and research, field techniques, new equipment, and group
organisation of organisations similar to the Bureau, that could
be fruitfully applied in Australia, and may prove necessary in the
future.^Further, there was the chance to glean a wealth of
information from personal observation on the nature of ore
deposits, particularly their surface expression, which should
prore useful in future exploration in Australia.^It was also
decided that news of work in Australia should be disseminated
as much as possible to encourage greater perception for results
from that direction.^Lastly collection of specimens was
considered.

The question of the areas to be visited partly,
answered itself. Establishments such as the U.S.G.S. headquarters
in Washington D.C., the U.S.G.S. field headquarters in Denver,
the U.S.A.E.00 field station in Grand Junction, and the Geological
Survey of Canada headquarters in Ottawa were obvious choices for •
visits.^Further, the financial arrangements had to be handled
from New York, requiring it to be the starting point,^Following
these the decision had to be made whether to visit only a few
places, spending some weeks at each, or to visit many centres
briefly.^The latter idea was chosen and it seems justified
because it was possible to get a reasonable impression at most
places within a few days, whereas more complete information
would have required detailed work over a period of weeks.^This
was particularly true of visits to mines.^The only drawback was
that the continual moving about proved slightly strenuous.

After deciding to visit a lot of places instead of a few
the author considered various mines.^Recent exploration for iron
in Australia led to the visits of the iron deposits at Birmingham,
Alabama, and Wabana, Newfoundland.^The similarity of the
Sullivan lead-zinc deposit in British Columbia to the Mt. Isa deposit
warranted a visit there.^Other classical areas were selected
mainly because of their fame^e.g. the Tri-State (lead-zinc)
deposits Blind River-Elliot Lake and Colorado Plateau uranium
deposits, Noranda copper-gold area, Franklin-Stirling zinc
occurrence, and the Sudbury nickel deposits,^The porphyry copper
deposits warranted a visit but presented a problem as they occur
mainly in the south-western States; the example at Bingham
Canyon, near Salt Lake City was selected because it required the
least increase in travel distance.^Other visits were suggested
during the tour e.g. Tennessee copperand zinc, Bancroft pegmatitic
uranium, Bathurst, New Brunswich, lead-zinc-copper.^Suggestions
were taken where little extra time was involved and time allowed a
reasonable stay.

Dr. N.H. Fisher arranged most of the visits with
introductory letters approximately three months ahead of the
start of the tour .^Throughout the report visits organised by
other people are acknowledged.^The author confirmed each visit
at least two weeks aherd and usually reconfirmed by letter, telegram,
or phone within two days of arrival.^This ensured a good
reception and greatly facilitated meeting with the people concerned.

Accomodation and travel bookings for the tour presented
a minor problem. Miss Turkington at the Australian Embassy in
Washington D.C. was extremely helpful and efficient in arranging
air bookings and preparing a travel itinerary showing bus, train,
and air services for all places visited between Washington and

. Ottawa.^Neither the Consulate in New York nor the High
Commissioner's office in Ottawa vrc.s. able to provide a comparable
service.
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Usually it was not necessary to arrange hotel
accomodation in advance although it was helpful to be able
to quote an address in confirmatory letters.^Organisations
visited were most helpful in making advance bookings where
they were asked for in advance.

The main body of the report is subdivided to group
centres of similar work together in much the same sequence as
the visits.^Specialised information and subjects are considered
after this and the report is concluded with some recommendations
arising from the tour.

Two points are worth enlarging on in this introduction.
The first is the collection of specimens.

During the writer's stay in England preceding the tour
it was decided that every opportunity should be taken to collect
mineral and rock specimens for museum display in the hope that
when the Bureau is fully established in Canberra it will be able
to provide a geological museum for the public and for reference for
research workers.^The museum could be similar to, if less
pretentious_ . than that run by the Geological Survey of Great
Britain.^Dr. N.H. Fisher approved this idea and arranged finance
for the purchase of specimens and small items of equipment both
in the U.S.A. an in England.^Time did not allow much collecting
of specimens but - some have been sent from Wabana, and the
Colorado Plateau areas, as well as small sets for personal use.
Many contacts were made to facilitate obtaining of specimens
should they be required.

The other point is the frequent mention of trackless
mining. This term is used frequently and may be unfamiliar to
many Australians.^It refers to nining where rubber tyred or
caterpillar track type vehicles are used instead of the
conventional rail track type of equipment.^Consequently
trackless mining is most suited for fairly flat lying deposits.
Diesel power is normally used in preference to electric and it
presents additional ventilation problems.^A good summary of
trackless mining techniques has been given by Hall (32).

Finally, the author would like to express his sincere
thanks to the Public Service Board, the Director, and to
Dr. N.H. Fisher for his considerable effort in organising the
tour.^Thanks also go to all those who helped with travel
arrangements, particularly Miss Turkington, typing, and financial
arrangements and generally helped the tour to run smoothly.

•



SUMMARY OF THE TOUR VISITS

0001 hrs. Departed Lona= via B.O.A.C. to
New York. (Accomodation in New York in guest
rooms of the Geological Society of America
near Columbia University by invitation).

Visited Australian Consulate; contacted
Prof. Chas. H. BeJare Jn. at Columbia
University and Mr. William H. Callahan at the
New Jersey Zinc Co.^Travelled to Franklin N.J.

Visited New Jersey Zinc Cols Sterling Mine -
underground and surface; discussed exploration
methods.^Returned to New York.

Visited Consulate and laboratories at Columbia
University.

Visited laboratories of American Cyanamid Co.
at Stamford Conn.; and mineralogical
display at American Museum of Natural History.

Visited Kennecott Corporation, Consulate and
World Petroleum Congress display.

Visited Lamont Oceanographic Observatory.

Travelled to Washington D.C. (rail).

Visited Australian Embassy and U.S. Geolo .gical
Survey.

Visited map reproduction section, geochemical
and petrological laboratories. U.S.G.S.;
sections dealing with ore genesis, age
determinations, geothermometry.^Visited
headquarters of Atomic Energy Commission
to arrange visits in Western States.

Visitea Geophysical, photogeology, and
•photogrammetry branches of U.S.G.S. •

May Sat, 30th

June Mon. 1st

Tues. 2nd

Wed. 3rd

Thurs. 4th

Fri. 5th

Sat. 6th

Sun. 7th.

Mon. 8th

Tues. 9th

Wed. 10th

Thurs. llth^Visited U.S. Bureau of Nines
Branch U.S.G.S, Stratigraphy
section of U.S.G.S. - latter
afternoon in the Smithsonian
stratigraphy, palaeontology,
study of meteorites.

, and Fuels
and Palaeontology
continued in
Institute
mineralogy, and

Fri. 12th Visited U.S.G.S. jaboratories at Naval Gun
Factory (geochemistry, geothermometry, rock
analysis, trace element work), Bureau of
Standards (geochemistry), and both described'
in conjunction with Tuesday's visits.
National Institute of HealtL (geomicrobiology),
and Embassy.
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June Sun, 14th^Travelled to Jefferson City, Tenn. (rail)

Mon. 15th Visit New Jersey Zinc Co's mine underground
(a.m..) surface geology (p.m.), and visited
geological section of American Zinc Co's
Mascot mine for discussion.

Tues. 16th0^Travelled to Copperhill, Tenn. Visited
geological section Tennessee Copper Corporation.

Wed. 17th
^

Underground at minas
p .m.^Surface geology of the area.

Thurs. 18th^(aor) Travelled to Birmingham Ala. (bus)
(p.m.) Discussion with geological section
Tennessee Coal and Iron Division of U.S.
Steel Corporation.

Inspected surface geology, iron, coal,
dolomite and limestone workings (underground
shut down for vacation) in Birmingham-
Bessemer area.

Sat, 20th

Mon. 22nd.

Tues. 23rd

Wed, 24th

Travelled to Tulsa Okla. (air) and on to
Miami Okla. (bus)

Visited Eagle Picher Co's mines in Miami
(Tri State) area; underground and surface.

Underground examination of mines and
discussion.^Travelled to Tulsa (bus).

Travelled to Denver Colo. (air).
Visited U.S. Geological Survey field
headquarters near Denver.^Inspected
laboratories and discussed ore deposits of
Tennessee Va-ley and Colorado Plateau and
research on these.

Thurs. 25th^Saw geochemistry and petrology laboratories -
X-ray and spectroscopy labs.

Fri. 26th^Saw chemistry labs. and toured geochemical
exploration section dtscussing current work,
research and applications, and geobotanical
preapecting.

Sun. 28th^Travelled to Grand Junction (bus).

Mon. 29th^Visited field headquarters and laboratories of
U.S. Atcmic Energy Commission.

Tues. 30th^A . E.C. car tour of uranium deposits south of
Grand Junction. Uravan-Paradox Valley -
La Sal area.

Fri. 19th

Car tour continued - Big Indian Wash - in
La Sal area, and Yellow Cat - near Cisco Utah,
uranium deposits - returned to Grand
Junction travelled to Gallup N.M. (air)
and on to Grants N.M. (car).

July Wed. 1st



Thurs. 2nd )
Fri.^3rd )

Sat.^4th

Sun^5th

Mon.^6th

Tues. 7th

Wed. 8th

Thurs, 9th

Fri. 10th

Mon. 13th

Tues, 14th

Wed. 15th )
Fri. 17th )

Sat. 18th

Sun. 19th

Mon. 20th

Tues. 212t

Wed, 22nd

Thurs. 23rd

Fri. 24th

Mon. 27th )
Tues 28th )

Tues. 28th
Wed. 29th

Wed. 29th

Thurs, 30th

Visited uranium mines in Ambrosia Lake District
in company with U.S.G.S. geologists.

Travelled to Grand Canyon (own expense)

Travelled to Salt Lake City, Utah. (air).

Visited Kennecott operation at Bingham Canyon.

Visited Kennecott Research Centre. Salt Lake
City.
Visited Tintic District Utah to see exploration
work of Kennecott subsidiary, Bear Creek Mining
Coy.

Travelled to Casper Wyo. - U.S.A.E.C. car tour
of Gas Hills uranium deposits.

Tour continued in Gas Hills and Crooks Gap
areas.

Travelled to Calgary Albert. (air).

Travelled to Cranbrook B.C. (air) and
Kimberley (car); discussions with geological
section at Sullivan Mine. Consolidated
Mines and Smelting Co.

Underground and surface inspection of
geology of the Sullivan Mine.

Travelled Kimberley Cranbrook (road) - Sault
Ste.Marie (air).

Arrived Sault Ste Marie - travelled to Blind
River (bus).

Travelled to Elliot Lake omvand oaw Algoma
uranium mine (Rio Tinto Ltd.), surface geology
and treatment plant.

Visited Pronto mine (a.m.) underground and
surface; (p.m. - thorium plant at Quirke
Mine and surface geology in the area.

Visited Lacnor mine.

Visited Quirke and Consolidated Denison
mines.^Travelled to Sudbury (car).

Visited International Nickel Company's geological
section at Copper Cliff. Car tour of open
pits and surface geology of Sudbury Basin.

Saw laboratories at INCO Research Centre, Copper
Cliff. Examined sections of local rock types
and ore.

Travelled to Noranda Que. (rail) - overnight.

Contacted Noranda Mines - discussion.

Underground and surface at Noranda Mines.
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July^Fri. 31st^Visited Quemcnt mine underground - and
examined surface outcrops in the district.

August Mon. 3rd.^Visited Kerr Addison Gold Mine.

Tues. 4th

Wed. 5th

Thurs. 6th

Discussed exploration in Noranda area with
Consolidated zinc geologists. Travelled to
Ottawa (air).

Visited High Commissioner's Office; Geological
Survey of Canada in new building. Inspected
laboratories and layout; spectroscopy,
X-ray, crushing and grinding rooms; greenhouse
for geobotanical work.

Visited geochemical and pure chemical labs.
discussed geochemical exploration and field
survey techniques.

Visited petrology and mineral deposits sections.

Visited geophysics branch and High Commissioner's
office.^Travelled to Bancroft, Ont. (bus).

Visited Bicroft Uranium Co. - underground and
treatment plant.

Visited Faraday mine and surface geology of the
area.

Travelled to Toronto (bus).

Fri. 7th

Mon. 10th

Tues. 11th

Wed. 12th

Wed. 12th -
Thurs. 13th

Thurs. 13th

Fri. 14th

Sat. 15th

Sun. 16th

Visited Selo° Exploration Co. and Kennco Co.

Visited Ontario Dept. of Mines and Univ. of
Toronto.

Visited C.J. Sullivan to discuss ',enni's
work.

Travelled to Rochester (bus).

Mon. 17th^Visited Ward's Natural Science Establishment -
examined mineral specimens.^Travelled to
Toronto (air).

Tues. 18th^Visited Prof. F.G. Smith at Uni. of Toronto
discussed geochemistry and gee -thermometry
techniques and apparatus.

Tuesday 18th - 1300 hrs. - 21st Fri. - 1700 hrs. - leave.

Sun. 23rd^Travelled Toronto - Ottawa (afr).

Mon. 24th Visited High Commissioners Office and
contacted Gaol. Survey of Canada about
coming visits.^Travelled to Moncton
Nev Brunswich (air) and on to backville
(car - G.S.C.).

Tues. 25th^Visited copper swamp area near Sackvillell and
Dorchester copper deposit - (sedimentary??; and
vein type barytes deposits. Travelled to
Bathurst N.B. (rail).



26th^Met Dr, R.. Boyle of G.S.C. and discussed
field work and exploration in the area;
visited Nigadov mine.

Thurs. 27th^Examined surface outcrops in the area and
exploration problems; visited Brunswick
Mining and Smelting Co's No. 6 mine.

Fri. 28th^Visited Brunswick Mining and Smelting Co's
No. 6 and 12 mines.

Sat. 29th^Discussed exploration in the area with
Dr. Frank Moss (Consolidated Zinc) and
personnel of Anaconda Co. Visited CaribaW
prospect (Anaconda Co.).

Sun. 30th^Visited N.B. Dept. of Mines field party to
discuss work in the area.

Mon. 31st^Travelled to Wmeton (rail); on to St. Johns
Newfoundland (air); to Wabana (car and ferry).

Sept.^Tues. let^Visited Dominion Iron and Steel offices at
Wabana; examined surface geology on Bell
Island and remnants of iron deposits at the
surface.

Wed. 2nd^Saw iron deposits underground, final
discussion and tour of beneficiation plant.
Travelled to St. Johns (car and ferry).

Thurs. 3rd^Travelled to Gander (air) and on to Buchans
(car).

Fri. - 4th^Saw underground and surface geology at Buchans.

Sat. 5th

Sun 6th-
Tues. 8th

Tues. 8th

Discussed exploration in Buchans area -
emphasis on geochemistry and geophysics due to
Poor outcrop.^Travelled to Gander (road).

Awaited plane in Gander.

0235 his. departed by air for London T.C.A.
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LABORATORIES 

Laboratories and Research centres are dealt with in
the order they were visited.^Firstly in the New York area,
were the laboratories of the American Cy. Co. at Stamford,
Columbia University and Lamont Geological Institute.

AinericanCaridComan's.Research Centre, Stamford, Conn.

A visit to the Cyanamid Company was arranged by Prof.
Chas. H. Behre Jr. of Columbia University and conducted by
DT. F. Farewell and Mr. D. Davis of the Cyanamid mineragraphic
section.

The company operates a large scale research centre at
Stamford, Connecticut, some 35 miles from the centre of New York
City, and easily accessible by train.^Most of their work is
directed towards problems of mineral dressing and metallurgy and
involves microscopic examination of ores to determine what causes
difficulties in separation and recovery of individual minerals.
This work starts with examination of untreated ore specimens by
microscopic, spectrographic and X-ray methods and is followed by
similar inspection of mill head samples and tailings, etc.
Photomicrographs illustrating the problems showed that they are
mainly concerned with the separation and recovery of fine minerals
in close association with major ore minerals or gangue.^These
conditions usually result in a poor recovery, e.g. with gold,
or contamination of the main product, e.g. pyrite in galena.

The writer was particularly interested in the process
used in preparing polished sections.^The method was typical^of
those seen in the U.S.; the specimen is mounted in bakelite
(impregnated with carbon for conductivity in electric etching)
or clear cold setting plastic (refer Lovett, 1950), and polished
on silk covered steel laps using abrasive paste.^A Graton-
Vanderwilt lead lap machine is used for the final stage of
polishing with magnesium oxide powder; this gives a good polish
with low relief but the lead lap stage is rather slow.^When
studying mill specimens it was necessary to darken the clear
plastic mounts so that gangue minerals could be seen.

In photographing polished specimens a Bausch and
Lomb instrument was used incorporating a Forster prism (calcite)
which allowed a greater concentration of light.^A Leitz
instrument was used for thin section photomicrography.^Some
photography was also carried out with the electron microscopes
where pre enlarging magnifications up to X 40,000 were possible.
Resolution on the latter instrument was at least 20 Angstrom
units and in some cases down to 8A°.

Difficult identification of minerals is handled by the
X-ray and spectrographic sections.^The X-ray apparatus was
quite standard; the spectrographic unit was being modified for
direct reading over the whole U.V. to infra red range.^The
plan is to set up a system whereby 67 elements can be resolved
almost simultaneously using a system of photo multipliers to
record the light intensity of certain distinctive lines indicative
of the elements to be studied.

No work on the reflectivity and hardness of ore minerals
for identification in polished section was in progress and this
aspect of research seems to be confined to English workers. The
'mineralogy lab did have a "Tukon" hardness tester but it was
apparently used only rarely.



Columbia University, New York.

Here the writer received considerable help from the
Chairman of the Department of Geology — Prof. Chas H. Behr° Jr.,
both in Making contacts in New York and in arranging further
visits.^A post—graduate student Mr. J. Durek, showed the
writer through the laboratories.^Mr. Durok was working on
leached outcrops in Arizona but declined to discuss the problem.

The X—Ray and spectrographic equipment appears to be
quite standard and the only impressive feature was the amount
of equipment available, this being generally true throughout
the U.S.A., and to a lesser extent in Canada.^The section
preparation room used similar methods to those at the American
Cyanamid Company.

An interesting approach to stratigraphy was soon whereby
correlations based on the trace element content of individual
beds was being attempted.^Details of the work are to be
published shortly.

Research in structural geology is also in progress with
the emphasis on a quantitative rather than a qualitative approach.

Lamont GeolaLLcaliaLastitute, . Palisades, New York.

This observatory was set up in 1947 as the geophysical
and goochemical branches of Columbia University.^It occupies a
beautiful country setting some 25 miles north of central New York,
appropriately on the famous Palisades sill.^A considerable
amount of oceanographical and marine geological work is carried
on and the observatory operates a schooner to facilitate this
work.^The Director of the Observatory is Dr. Maurice Ewing.
Prof. Chas. H. Behr° Jr. arranged for the writer to join a tour
organised for geologists attending the World Petroleum Congress.
A booklet describing the Institute was posted to the Bureau and
should be available in the library; the following notes are meant
to supplement this booklet.

Not mentioned in the section on geochemistry is the work
on radioactive fallout.^Strontium 90 has been deduced to be the
most dangerous element and is the main clement checked.^Samples
are obtained from bones which are ashed and the activity of the
strontium is transferred chemically to yttrium 90 which is easier
to separate; the activity and consequently the concentration is
then measured with electronic counters.^Background is known to
be 1-2 units in children, and 0.2 units in adults, while the safe
level is estimated as around 67.^The maximum allowable for
industrial work is 1000 units while obvious pathological
effects become apparent at a level of 1000C units.

The geocnemistry lab. uses 5 mass spectrometers for its
isotope work. Two of these are used in potassium argon age
determinations on micas at a cost of approximately $500 per
sample.^Two are also used in radiocarbon dating.^In this work
a high sensitivity is required and the final isotopic counter
is enclosed in a battery of coizxte-0 to measure cosmic radiation
affecting the sample.^The process of measuring carbon 14
involves first testing anthracite which contains no carbon 14
and therefore gives the background; secondly, modern wood of
known age is tested and finally the unknown; the results are
compared with the known rate of decay.^Another mass spectrometcr
is used exclusively for heavy isotopes e.g. uranium ad lead !Ind
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attempts are being made to date the Colorado Plateau uranium
deposits.

A study is also being made of the carbon dioxide
cycle in the atnosphere and ocean to see if there are any changes
over a long period of time.^The main study is on the exchange
pattern between air o' and the surface sea water.

A particularly interesting feature of the observatory
is the display of deep sea cores.^These are obtained by lowering
coring tubes into the soft sediments on the sea floor.^Short
cores are obtained where gravity is utilised to force the tube
into the sediments but cores up to 42 feet long have been
obtained using a tube fitted with a piston.^After the coring
tube sinks into the sediment the piston is raised creating a
vacuum, and hydrostatic pressure forces the core up the tube.

Sedimentary and biological studies are made on all cores
resulting in knowledge of climatic variations and rates of
sedimentation e.g. from 5 to 45 ems, of sediment have been
estimated to correspond to 20000 years of sedimentation in a depth
of 4000 metres off the coast of Cuba.^Other interesting
generalisations are that shallow water organisms are always found
in depressions on the sea floor in sediments that always have an
upper size limit; this is interpreted as evidence for turbidity
currents.^Coarser material has apparently been found on the
tops of sea mounts.^Colour slides of some of the ocean bottom
cores were obtained.

Considerable seismological work is undertaken at the
Observatory.^This ranges from refraction seismology at sea to
study the rocks of the sea floor, to world wide earthquake
seismology.^Research is in progress on instrumentation, strain
in the ground (e.g. in mines), the earth's vibrations as a sphere,
seisms on the sea floor, and on an instrument to go to the moon
to study moonquakes, if any.^Experiments on the strain of
rocks in mines is in progress at the Sterling Mine in New Jersey
and is mentioned in the discussion on that mine.

Gravity work is also carried out on land and sea;
in the latter case most of the work is done in submarine using a

• Vening Meinesz type of apparatus.

Echo soundings are recorded during all cruises as
well as data on water temperature and samples of water am
collected for carbon 14 testing.

An exhibition of photos on the sea floor was also
presented,^Considerable work is being done on this branch of
photography to improve techniques employed.

cruises. Magnetic measurements are also made during ocean

A small biological section operates at the Observatory
to study organisms in ocean bottom cores and those collected
from various depths by trawling.^The writer was particularly
interested in one core showing a thin band of dark organic material
and reported to contain pyrite.^Ho was referred to Dr. Frederic
D. Sissies in '.ashington for fuller information on sulphide
bacteria.

LIM
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Tide studies are also carried out at sea and involve
measuring pressure under waves.

Natural History Museum New  York.

The mineralogical display was inspected very briefly
and regrettably there was no time to most the personnel in this
section,

U.S. Geological SurveV Head_guarte. D.C.

Here the writer was directed to report to the Branch
of Foreign Geology which handles a constant stream of overseas
visitors.^This branch was exceedingly helpful and efficient
and planned an itinerary for the week of the visit enabling
the writer to see as much as possible in the time.^In particular
the writer is thankful to Mrs. G.W. Brown who organized his
visits and obtained publications requested on several occasions.
Several of the visits were made in company with other overseas
geologists.

The first afternoon was spent mainly in meeting people
and arranging visits both in ashington and in Denver and Grants.
The general layout and organisation of the Survey was explained.
The organisation is similar to that of the Bureau but on a much
larger scale and, in particular, there seemed to be almost equal
emphasis on pure laboratory research and field work.^There is a
considerable breakdown into distinct sections which the Bureau
is as yet not large enough to consider e.g. photogeology.
Another small but important aspect of their work is the training
of overseas geologists particularly those from under-developed
countries.

The visit to the map reproduction section was very
interesting but, through unfamiliarity with the met-ods used
in the National Mapping Branch, the writer was unable to
determine what might be useful.^However full details of the
methods used have been sent to Canberra in booklet form.

In the geochemistry and petrology labs experiments
on mineral synthesis, geothermometry, hydrothermal phase eystems,
and studies of pegmatitic phases were discussed.^Dr. Edwin
Roedder explained his work on analysis of fluid filled inclusions
from quartz and pointed out that it could be used for determining
different ages for quartz in a given area (see Reedder 64).

Dr. Brian J. Skinner discussed his work and apparatus
for studying the hydrothermal phase.^Experiments are carried
out at high temperature and -oressuro in a bomb apparatus casing
a platinum or gold capsule to hold the sample.^Vapour
pressure of sulphides at elevated temperatures is studied using
sealed glass tubes suspended in bomb type heating apparatus.
During the examination of a sphalerite-pyrite-pyrrhotite system
it was found that the concentration of manganese affects the
amount of iron taken up in the sphalerite lattice as well as the
temperature, allowing for an excess of iron in the system.^This
nullifies the sphalerite geothermometer developed by Kullerud
(43) in 1956.^Skinner was preparing a publication on his work
which has since appeared in Economic Geology (see Skinner et al 72).

Dr. Stewart discussed his work on pegmatite phases and
showed how compositional changes govern the different minerals
formed.
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Other parts of the geochemistry and petrology branch
were visited at the Naval Gun Factory and Bureau of Standards on
Friday 12th June.^At the former Dr. Paul B. Barton conducted
the visit and showed that work similar to Skinner's is in progress
(refer Skinner et al 72).^Barton is engaged in a study of the
copper—iron—zinc—sulphur system using bomb apparatus, and the
transport of sulphides in hydrothermal solutions.^He also explained
his system of classifying and recording rock specimens using IBM
punch cards.. Other work included studios of the distribution of
trace elements between coexisting sulphides, and the thermodynamic
properties of vein minerals including gangue.^The writer also
observed apparatus used in inclusion geothormometry, (microscope
with heating stage attached) and was shown how alloys forming
in a system at certain temperatures and pressures may be applied
as geothermometers and geobarometers.

The chemical laboratory for each analyses is also
located at the Naval Gun Factory and the writer was most
impressed by the rapid method in case whereby approximately
30 'rough' analyses can be made daily.^An interesting feature
of the process is the use of Teflon beers or crucibles instead
of platinum, making a considerable saving in equipment costs.

The laboratories at the Bureau of Standards were visited
only very briefly; the work here includes theoretical geochemistry.

A brief visit was paid to the geological section at the
headquarters of the Atomic Energy Commission at Germantown
Maryland.^Hero the work was administrative.^Dr. R. Nininger
and J. Kratsman discussed the writees proposed visits to the field
station at Grand Junction and suggested that a visit to the
Wyoming deposits near Casper would be worthwhile.

The morning of 10th June was spent in the geophysics
and photogoology sections:: In the geophysical branch
Drs. Jas. Balsley and I. 2,eietz explained some of the current work
in progress, mainly on magnetic- surveys to delineate structural
basins underlain by volcanic rocks in Alaska, of magnetite
bodies in Pennsylvania and Missouri, and borate deposits resting
on volcan44$ in California.^The geological interpretation of
anomalies was also discussed.

The visit to the Photogeology section was conducted
by Drs. William A. Fischer, Richard G. Ray, and Robert J. Hackman,
and consisted of an inspection of the apparatus in use followed
by discussion on the photogeology course run by the survey, and
current research.^Most of the apparatus displayed. has been
described (see Ray, 62) e.g. Kelsh Plotter, Koh Plotter,
Multiplex, Stereo slope comparator for measuring dips, Stereometer
for measuring elevations, Kail plotter (radial planiemtric
plotter) and Reichert Mirror Stereoscope.^The Reiclaert
stereoscope appeared to be a particularly good instru:ment for
regional work as it is mounted on a fixed stand and focusses
the full field of both photos.^The photo platform °can be adapted
to allow a map or overlay to slide directly over the photo
without disturbing the system in any way and allowing direct
plotting.

The Rail radial planimetric plotter also improssed the
writer as an instrument that could be usefully applied in the
Bureau.^Details of the instrument have been posted; briefly,
it utilises two plastic arms.pivoted at the centre of each
photograph and free to rotate.^In plotting the arms show as
a cross and the position is transferred directly to the base map
by pantograph.^It corrects for elevation but not for tilt and is
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reputed to be eminently suitable for transfer of data from
photos to semidotailed base maps,

Robert J. Hackman seemed to be the main inventor
in the section ard the following are references to two of his
recent developmentSwhich should prove useful; Photo . holder
for stereoscopic vision (Hackman, 30) and the "Flying Carpet" —
a stereoscopic grid used in photo interpretation (HacKplan, 29).

The photogeology course run by the Survey mainly for.
overseas people lasts approximately eight months.^Full details
of the course have been sent to Canberra but briefly the course
involves first, instruction in the use of the instruments;
secondly interpretation work checked in tho . field; and finally
two or three months spent working on photos brought from the
students own country.^The use and interpretation of colour
photographs is also studied.^Courses are limited in numbers
to avoid overcrowding.^Details of the photogeology and
photogrammetry institute in Delft, Holland, have also been sent
to Canberra and it seems that it would be worthwhile having a
member of the Bureau study at whichever seems to offer the best
course in order to bring the Bureau up to date on apparatus and
methods.^The information gained could be passed on to Bureau
personnel during the interfield season and should contribute
greatly to the efficiency of our work.

Research in photogeology in Washington seem to be
concentrated on colour interpretation and general instrumentation.
Dr. Ray is making a comparative study of drainqge patterns to
see if this reflectsrock types; the results at the time of the
visit looked most encouraging.^A publication should be
appearing in due course.

The photogrammetry section at Arlington was also
visited.^The work here covered the first stages of map
reproduction involving reduction of data from surveys and
photos to produce contoured base maps.^The instruments used
were mainly Kelsh, Multiplex and Duplex plotters.^Research
on aerial photography and testing of cameras prioeto use
in surveys is also carried out.

The U.S. Bureau of Mines was visited very briefly and
its work was discussed with Mr. Paul Hamer.^This work seemed
mainly concerned with mining and economic aspects of the
industry and time did not allow an inspection of the laboratories.

In the Fuels Branch, which partly incorporates
stratigraphy, work on coal, oil and gas was discussed with
Dr. J. Johnston.^Maps showing the regional distribution of
coal, oil and gas were examined and Dr. Johnstrn explained the
type of mapping carried out and its relation to exploration.
Maps showing the outcrop and aerial distribution at depth of
important stratigrarhic beds were examined.^The field work
seemed to be mainly detailed stratigraphic mapping — section
measuring etc.

The main body of the stratigraphy and palaeontology
section is located in the Nationcl Museum (Smithsonian Institute)
where an afternoon was spent.^Plothing out of the ordinary
was noted in the work in progress except that Dr. P. Palmer
studying Cambrian sediments was finding minute wasp—like
creatures in calcareous and siliceous concretionary balls.
The creatures resembled modern insects except that they were
much smaller. At the time they had not been identified.
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Studies of the internal structure of coal balls, a feature of
Pennsylvanian coals in the U.S. are also in progress.

The most impressive display was the mineralogical
exhibit in the museum.^The display had recently been completely
rearranged and set out in new showcases,^At the time it
seemed to be one of the main attractions to the public.^Several
Kodachromes were taken of the display.^Dr. G. Switzer,
mineralogical curator for the museum showed the writer the
X—ay and spectrographic laboratories and microscope equipment
and also showed the considerable surplus of specimens remaining
following the rearrangement of the display.^Negotiations between
Dr. Switzer and Dr. N.H. Fisher were arranged to acquire some
of the specimens for display purposes at the Bureau.^Work on
meteorites at the Museum was explained by Dr. E.P. Henderson.

The final visit in Washington was to the National
Institute of Health to discuss with Dr. Frederick D. Sisler
his work on geomicrobacteriology, and, more particularly,
sulphur bacteria.^He has done considerable work on hydrogen
utilising, sulphate reducing bacteria in sediments (see Sisler,
69, 70).^The precipitation of pyrite by bacteria was discussed
and Dr. Sisler evinced interes -tin experimenting in this field.
The writer promised to send him some specimens of fine spherical
pyrite from Mt. Isa to obtain his opinion on whether they might
be related to bacterial action.

Dr. Sisler also showed interest in Australia's
desert problem and the overall nitrogen deficiency of our soils.
He suggested that bacterial action could possibly be used in
desert areas to get more moisture into the soil, using an
analogy with dry arctic conditions where moisture secreting
bacteria are found close to the surface.^He also mentioned the
existence of nitrogen secreting bacteria and suggested the
introduction of such cultures in soils might be a method of
economical fertilisation (Sisler, 71).^He seemed to think
a desert research station should be set up to study these problems
on the spot.

As can be seen from the foregoing remarks the time
spent in Washington was very rushed but most fruitful. Any
future visitors intending to cover all aspects should allow
at least 2 weeks for such a visit.^The writer had hoped to
visit the Geophysical Laboratory but time did not allow for this.

U.S. Geological Survey Field Head uarters Denver.

The U.S.G.S. Field Headquarters are located in the
Federal Centre, 9 miles west of Denver at the base of the Front
Range.^The building was originally a munitions factory and has
been converted for government use.^Extensive chemical
laboratories are maintained at the centre and most Survey work on
uranium in the western states is controlled from here.^It is also
the headquarters of the geochemical exploration section. .

The first day was sperli in seeing the layout of the
centre, discussing the Colorado Plateau Uranium Deposits with
Dr. R. Fischer and the Tennessee valley zinc occurrences with
Dr. A. Brohaw.^Dr. Fischer outlined how theories on the
origin of the uranium deposits varied as new evidence came to
hand. He had originally favoured the syngenetic idea but was
leaning towards a hydrothermal origin at present.^He explained
some of the exploration methods used in the search for new deposits
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such as broad scintillometer surveys and flying scintillometer-
traverses along canyon walls, scarps and mesas at the level of the
favourable beds, i.e. the Chinler and Morrison Formations.^This
sounded rather fantastic but the flat lying beds are very well
exposed and the idea is quite practical as the writer later saw.
Favourable areas were quickly delineated by the aerial surveys
but other criteria were also employed viz, the favourable horizons
had to show subtle colour changes, e.g. pink to green - induced
by radioactive bleaching and the favourable sandstone had to be
at least 40 feet thick to be worth considering.^Another
interesting idea put forward by Dr. Fischer was that uranium
occurred in first and second cycle sandstones whereas vanadium
occurred mainly in second cycle sandstemes along with reworked
volcanic fragments.^If the ore is sedimentary, the uranium
vanadium distribution could be explained in terms of the
easier release of the uranium.^Post ore faulting lends
support to this thesis,

Dr. A.L. Brohaw was engaged on a study of the
stratigraphy of the Jefferson City-Mascot area in southern
Tennessee and was more concerned with the structural and
sedimentary aspects than the ore genesis (refer section on
Jefferson City Zinc).^He showed from Lis mapping that the
ore was concentrated on minor upfolds on the flanks of major
structures,

Some time was spent with Dr. T.G. Lovering discussing
his work on radioactive limonites of the western states
(see Lovering, 47, 48).^It is hoped to compare some of his
work with specimens collected in the Rum Jungle area by R. Bryan
during the writers stay in England.^Dr. Lovering is at
present working on the problem of silica in dolomite and limestone
associated with mineralisation and the writer suggested he should
try to include the Mt. Isa deposit in his study as it seems to
offer a good example of this association.

The second day was spent on a detailed inspection of the
laboratories,^The X-ray and spectroscopy labs, seem to
be the same as those seen elsewhere except that more Dnphasis was
placed on X-ray fluorescence than diffraction in conjunction with
geochemical work (refer Webber, 95).^The main spectrograph
in use is a large grating type Jarrell Ash instrument,^An
electron microscope is also available and is used mainly for
studying clays.^Isotope studies and age determinations employing
mass spectrometers are also in progress.^Dr. Julian Hemley
is using a bomb apparatus to study the relation between temperature
and alteration in the system felspar, mica and kaolin, (green
schist facies).

The main chemistry laboratory is engaged on rock and
soil analysis and a considerable part was devoted to radiochemistry
including radiometric analysis.

Two relatively inexpensive and useful pieces of equipment
were observed in the Petrology Section.^The first is a
Vrieland Direct Reading Spectroscope made by Vrieland Corporation,
Mill Valley, California (approximate cost $600).^The name is
self explanatory and its advantage lay in its use for rapid
confirmation of the presence of a certain element in an unidentified
sample,^The viewing tube carried a standard scale with lines
corresponding to many of the common elements and the only
preparation required is to ignite some known substance e.g. copper,
and align the generated spectrum with the standard.^The method
is purely qualitative.
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The other instrument, an Ultrasonic Generator and
Transducer, is relatively simple despite its name; it is
made by the Bendix Aviation Corporation, Pioneer Central Division,
Davenport, Iowa.^The instrument is used for producing
ultrasonic sound waves in a liquid, usually water, for separating
clay from sand in crushed samples, clec.ning fossils, and cleaning
heavy mineral concentrates preparatory to binocular examination.
No price could be given for the apparatus, although it should
be in the vicinity of £100.

The thin and polished section preparation room was also
visited.^This room is worth a . visit for any geologist interested
in technical efficiency and is a modal of order and cleanliness
in spite of the messy nature of the work carried out there.^The
praise undoubtedly lies with the men in charge Messrs M.J. Cochrane
and R. Jensen.^They explained to the writer their process for
making thin polished sections, a difficult process under any
conditions.^The system involves making a polished section,
slicing it off as a thin iduz, then mounting with the polished
surface downward using lal7oc.ide cement.^The section is then
reduced to correct thickness using normal thin section
techniques.^The unpolished side is then cemented to a normal
glass slide using an epoxy resin as cement.^After setting
the 'double slide is chilled in a freezer for a few seconds and
the lakeside mounted slide is easily removed using a razor blade
as a lever.^The Writer has yet to try this technique but it
seems to be the best method encountered during the tour,
particularly where soft ore minerals such as galena, are
involved.^The writer experimented with epoxy resins in May at
the Royal School of Mines and found them suitable for final
cementing stages having properties of great strength and
hardness.^However, once set the resin cannot be remelted.^The
trade name of the resin used by the writer is Arraldite.

Mr. Cochrane also explained some types of slide
holders used in section preparation.^These have been described
and are worth considering to improve efficiency in any section
preparation lab. (see Cochrane, 19).^A detailed plan of the
Boron Carbide Holder is attached for use in conjunction with the
reference.

The final day in Denver was spent in the Geochemical
Exploration section.^Throughout the tour the writer was greatly
impressed by the application of this method of exploration and
feels that the Bureau should seriously consider expanding its
geochemical work to a more regional scale.

The organisation of the geochemical exploration
section in Denver is as follows-

Chief Geologist Geochemical Exploration

;
Planning
Information
Co-operation

1^ i
G. tx.^Hydro-^Biogeo-
of soils^geochem.^chemistry.
and rocks^ex. water

and stream sedt.

Trace
^Resdarch

Element
^on Trace

Section
^

Element
Methods
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Unfortunately the writer did not have sufficient time
to investigate each section in great detail but the following
notes outline some of the work.

The two trace element sections are mainly concerned
with spectrographic and detailed chemical work,^The most
interesting phase of this was the small truck—mounted spectrograph
used in field work.^The instrument including full laboratory
facilities e.g. dark room, electric generator, and water deioniser,
was mounted in a cabin on the back.of a three ton truck. Special
consideration had been given to cushioning the apparatus and the
operators were unanimous in saying it worked very well, even
under rough conditions.^The author was unable to judge the
roughness of conditions encountered but the average roads in
the areas visited were excellent where sealed and comparable
to the better Australian bush roads where unsealed.^With
judicious handling euch apparatus could probably be operated
efficiently in average Australian conditions.^The total cost
was estimated at $30,000 but that was for a prototype and any
future productions could be expected to cost half that amount or
less.^(Canney . F.C, et all 11).

The sections concerned with soils, rocks, water, and
stream sediments can be considered together as they use familiar
methods of testing.^The most important factor is the scope of
the work; it is essentially reconnaissance work spread over
hundreds of square miles to delineate anomalous areas.^As the^•
work continues and favourable areas are recognisable, more detailed
follow—up work is invoked until all possible anomalous zones have
been thoroughly tested.^Generally, field tests are confined to
those elements suspected in the area but complete data are, obtained
by later analysis of duplicate or remnant samples in the
laboratories in Denver.

An interesting illustration of this work is the U.S.G.S.
investigation of the Front Range area immediately north and west
of Denver.^The area is known to contain tungsten deposits, The
first results showed that geochemical anomalies occurred throughout
the area including north of a major fault zone which had previously
been assumed to be a limit to the tungsten mineralization.
Sampling sediments at junctions of major streams and where they
debouch from the Front Range onto the plains, to cover the drainage
pattern of the area, revealed some promising anomalies.. Follow—up
work at the time of the visit had revealed at least one major
tungsten occurrence previously unknown, as well as helping to explain
many minor anomalies related to known or insignificant deposits,
(see Theobald, 87).^The chief advantages of this type of work
are its low cost and rapidity.

The writer was also referred to regional studies done by
the Geological Survey of Canada (see Boyle, 5).^This is discussed
in the sections dealing with the G.S.C., Ottawa and Bathurst-
Sackville, New Brunswick.

Some detailed geochemical work is also done by the
U.S.G.S. in old mining areas.^An example of their success in this
field is the Bear Creek Mining Company's prospect in the East
Tin-tic District, which was partially guided by Dr. T.S. Lovering's
geochemical and alteration studies in the area.
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The soils, rocks, water and stream sediment sections
of the Geochemical Exploration branch carry out research on
analytical methods and apparatus improvements. Most interesting
was the attention given to the gold pan in heavy metal sampling.
It seems worth reconsidering for any who have ignored it in
preference to some electronic gadget (see Theobald, 86).

Among other recent developments is the process for
making coloured, plastic, standard comparator sets for use in
fieId testing.^These are permanent and more portable and
reliable than continually preparing similar wet standards in the
field. (refer Hawkins et al., 35).^Cold extraction tests are
another feature of their work (refer Canney F.C., 12).

The biogeoohemical section of the geochemical
exploration branch seems to be concerned mainly with the use
of plants as indicators of high concentrations of certain metals
in the soil,^Dr. Helen Cannon has done a considerable amount
of work on uranium indicators during the uranium boom.^At the
time of the visit she had been directed onto botanical studies
in areas of high cancer incidence.

The botanical studies fall into two group; (a) widespread
plants carrying anomalous metal amounts in mineralised areas
only and (b) species indicative of high metal concentration.^The
former is self explanatory while in the latter case plants
indicative of high selenium and uranium associated with gypsum
were identified^(see section on Ambrosia Lake uranium deposits).
The indicator plants are reported to be useful markers of ore
at less than 50' depth^(Refer Cannon H.L. 13, 14, 15),

Dr. Hans Htschacklette of the Georgetown College,
Kentucky, was also working in the biogeochemistry section and
expressed interest in plants indicative of high copper
concentrations.^He described certain mosses indicative of
copper occurring in swamps in New York State and the writer wrote
to residents at Kuridala, N.W. Queensland, asking for specimens
of "copper rivIsses" from there to be sent to D. Htschacklette
in the hope that some relations might be recognisable.^Copper
mosses are also referred to in the section on Sackville,
New Brunswick,

U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Field Station,

Grand Junction, Colorado.

Here the field headquarters of the Atomic Energy
Commission for the Western States were visited.^The unit is
located in specially constructed buildings with suitable security
arrangements on the edge of the town.^Much of this work
consists of inspecting prospects, evaluating and allotting production
quotas to the various mines.^Two subbranches visited were
at Grants, New Mexico and Casper, Wyoming.

The laboratories at Grand Junction are engaged primarily
on exploration and testing of specimens as well as servicing
apparatus and research associated with these aspects. Equipment
used in radiometric assaying and drill hole logging was inspected.
Enclosed panelvans are used in radiometric logging with
complete equipment housed inside the van,
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Kennecott Research Centre, Salt Lake City, Utah,

The Kennecott Research Centre is located on the
UtrtiVersitl of Utah Campus on the slopes of the Wasatch Mountains
overlooking Salt Lake City.^Dr. Ron Lyon, an Australian
geologist in charge of the mineralogy section, showed the writer
through the building.

Research is carried out in all fields associated with
Kennecott's mining operations viz, mining, metallurgy, mineral
dressing, engineering and mineralogy.^A pilot plant is also
maintained at the centre.^Experiments have been carried out with
a solar furnace, using a converted searchlight as the final
focussing screen, enabling generation of very high temperatures
in a narrow central zone.^So far the instrument has been used
in some metallurgical work.

The mineralogical laboratory employed the usual
Microscopic, X-ray diffraction and fluorescence, and
spectrographic equipment seen elsewhere.^Other instruments
in active use are the differential thermal analysis unit and an
infrared spectrophotometer.^The emphasis of the work was on
rapid methods of quantitative mineralogic analysis.^The
pressure of industry was very evident in that most work had to be
directed towards useful production.

Analysis of geochemical samples is also handled in the
lab, and the results compared with those obtained from a
consultant in Denver where samples are fed into a three stage
X-ray fluorescence spectrometer set to record concentrations of
a particular element.^The consultant is G.R. Salmon mentioned
in Webber (95).^The results are recorded graphically so that
anomalies are immediately obvious.^Samples are prepared in the
field in capsules ready for the X-ray machine and are sent in
special trays so that the number of samples examined daily is very
high thereby reducing expenses.^The results are only semi-
quantitative but they serve to pinpoint anomalies warranting
further investigation.

Dr. Lyon was particularly enthusiastic about the
infrared work.^References to the method are Tuddenlpam and
Lyon (91), Thomson and Wadsworth (88), Lyon and Tuddenham (53)
and Lyon et a].. (52 in press).^Briefly, most specimens sent to
the centre are analysed by microscopic, X-ray diffracion, D.T.A.,
and infrared spectrographic methods to give a completk: analysis.
The infrared apparatus, costing in the vicinity of $41O00, is
particularly suited to analysis of the following minerals in
rocks; quartz, felspars, carbonates, sericite, augitp, kaolinite,
montmorillonite (poor), alunite, jarosite, and chlorite.
Unfortunately biotite is not readily observed or measured.^From
the list of minerals the advantages in studies of altration due
to mineralisation are obvious and the method is emineritly suitable
for the porphyry copper deposits although other types, have been
studied with satisfactory results.^There is also thee
advantage that many of these minerals are difficult too identify
in thin section, while a thin section only reflects avery small
part of the total; with the powder samples required for
infrared work, larger volumes can be examined, e.g. powder
samples could be representative of several feet of dri11 core
whereas many sections would be required for the same information.
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The X-ray, D.T.A. and infrared analyses can each be done in
an hour or less whereas a complete petrographic analysis
including modal counts would take much longer.

The machine used originally by the Kennecott
Corporation was a £14,000 research model Perkin Elmer Model 21
spectrophotometer with rock salt optics.^However bench type
units suitable for this quantitative work are now available
at a cost of $3,900-4,500 and give results comparing favourably
with the more expensive machine.^These instruments to date
have been used mainly in organic chemistry but as the work at the
Kennecott Research Centre becomes more widely known it seems
probable they will be used widely in the field of mineralogy.
The writer hopes to do some work with the instrument at the
Imperial College in London although at the moment it is only
used for organic work.^It seems that the Bureau should follow
developments in this field closely, if not acquiring a machine
immeiatelyi because further useful developments are certain
to appear.

International Nickel•Company's Research Centre,
LAIluly, Ontario.

The research centre for the International Nickel Company
is located with the company's administrative buildings and plant
at Copper Cliff - 5 miles south west of central Sudbury.
It is similar to the Kennecott centre.^The mineralogy section
is well equipped with X-ray diffraction and spectrographic
apparatus,^high quality microscopes, D.T.A. apparatus and
an up to date section preparation lab.^Much of the work is
associated with geological field work and includes identification
and analysis of mineral rocks and ores and analysis of geochemical
samples returned by exploration parties.

The most interesting Piece of equipment seen at
the centre was a Reichert metalore microscope.^The instrument
is quite bulky but incorporates a camera allowing photomicrographs
to be taken at any time without interrupting work for more than
a few seconds.^The focussing arrangement is also particularly
sound and focus and depth of field at all magnifications are
exceptionally good.^The instrument is available in England at
a cost of approximately £1500 stg. and from Selby's in Australia.
It is eminently suitable for a research lab., being superior to
the best Leitz instrument, and would be worth considering if the
Bureau contemplates expanding its mineragraphic work.

The International Nickel Company is reputed to be using
an electron probe in their laboratory work but no mention was made
of this.^The instrument is discussed in the section on new
instruments.

Geological Survey of Canada's Headquarters, Ottawa.

In Ottawa the writer visited the Geological Survey of
Canada.^The personnel were in the process of moving into a new,
spacious, seven storey building adjacent to the old Department
of Mines Building.^The writer was very well received by the
Chief Geologist, Dr. C.S. Lord, and the Director, Dr. J.M. Harrison,
and individual visits were arranged and conducted by
Dr. S.C. Robinson, head of the Mineralogy Section.^The

. organisation of the survey is best seen from the enclosed diagram.

The new building is particularly interesting n that
it is one of the few recent examples of a structure d5 .!signed for
a Geological Survey.
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Broadly speaking the administration, publication branch,
library and display rooms are set out on the lower floors; next
came the section offices and laboratories, while all sample
preparation laboratories are on the top floor and a small
greenhouse is set up on the roof for biogeochemical work.

In the sample preparation labs. crushing and grinding
apparatus is housed under individual draught flues to remove
dust and cut down contamination.^The rooms are made of terazzo
and tiling so that they may be hosed out and kept very clean.
Separate labs, are available for different purposes to further
reduce contamination e.g. rock grinding, ore grinding,, and
geochemical sample preparation.

An interesting feature in all laboratories is the
service bench.^This is a small ledge about 8 inches wide and
3/4 of an inch high running along the back of all benches. It
carries all services such as gas, water, electric points, cup
sinks, and dummy vacuum taps.^The cup sinks appear to be a
very good. JA1c.4 instead of having a large sink with hot and cold
water every few feet, taking up the whole of that part of the
bench, the smell cup sinks about 8" x 5" x 10" deep are set at
regular intervals along the service bench and fitted with a cold
water tap.^A few large sinks are included in each lab, and the
result is greatly increased bench space yet readily available
water.^The dummy vacuum consists of a tap which may be connected
to a vacuum pump placed in the cupboard beneath the bench.
This eliminates the need for vacuum pipes throughout the
building.^The benches are made of a dark grey material

. called cololith - an asbestos compound resistant to fire, acid
etc.

In each lab, there is a service shaft carrying all
service pipes - gas etc.^The idea is jes'allow easy access
for connecting pipe or making repairs.^The space taken up by
the shaft through each room is negligible in comparison with the
advantages of the system.

In some of the chemistry labs, special stainless
steel fume cupboards are included for use with perchloric acid -
these are equipped with sprays in the top canopy to facilitate
cleansing after use.

Another interesting innovation is the mounting of all
beam balances on 'vibration free' blocks - set into the desk.
These were thought to be essential particularly on the upper
floors where more intense vibrations are anticipated. The balance
sits on a flat block projecting slightly above, and separated
from, the main bench level.^This block in turn rests on a
cylinder filled with lead shot and resting on a rubber mat placed
on the main frame of the bench, some 12 inches below the top
surface.^Pounding the bench in the vicinity of one of these
mounts caused no visible vibrations of the uncla4ped balance.

Before describing the work of the Survey it should be
stressed that the Survey has to avoid undertaking consulting or
straight prospecting work, or any work that might infringe on
private enterprise.^This includes the surprising case where a
prospector cannot have his samples continually assayed at the
Mines Department, of which the Survey is a branch, when companies
specialising in this work are available.
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At the time of the visit the spectrographic laboratory
was not completely set up.^However the layout involves a
large room to house the Jarrel Ash Instrument, a dark-room, a
reading room for analysis of film records and a separate office
room.

The X-ray laboratory has a similar layout employing
a large room to house the two instruments, a dark-room and a
separate office for the officer in charge.^The two instruments,
both Phillips, are to be used individually for diffraction and
fluorescence.^A new four stage Phillips X-ray spectrometer
is being considered for fluorescence type rapid analysis (refer
Webber, 95).^A three stage model was in use at the time of the
visit.^Portable X-ray eauipment for use in the field is also
being considered.

Isotope work using two mass spectrometers is in
progress mainly on age determinations.^R.D. Stevens of the
Bureau is working in this section.

The chemical laboratories can be subdivided into t7?ose
doing pure analytical work - rocks, minerals etc. - those using
rapid methods e.g. on geochemical exploration samples, and
the radiometric laboratory, the latter being a branch of
the Mineral Deposits Section.

The Geochemical Exploration Section under Drs. R.W. Boyle
and R. Holman is actively engaged on a regional stream and
sediment programme in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.^A
preliminary report on this work has already been mentioned and
the work is continuing (see Boyle et al., 5).^The idea
is to cover a large area sampling the drainage pattern at
intervals with the aim of producing maps showing the
variations in concentration of various elements throughout the
area. These data are used to delineate the more favourable areas
for exploration when interpreted in conjunction with the geology.
Simple analyses. for the common elements such as zinc and copper
are carried out in the field while these and other elements are
checked with the rapid complete chemical analyses carried out in
Ottawa.^Obviously, different rock formations will show
different concentrations of the various elements and the G.S.C.
results reveal at a glance background values over the whole area
as well as any broadly anomalous areas.^At all sample points
the following data is noted; sample number, location, elevation,
stream width, part of stream sampled e.g. bed, bark, side
channel etc., underlying rock formation, adjacent formations,
type of sample (soil, sand, grit etc.) and individual metal
content.^These data are analysed statistically to determine
which are the most significant factors governing a given result,

Water analyses are of little use for a regional study;
apparently the dispersion of anomalous concentration of metal
ions in solution is restricted to areas close to the source.

The information, collected during the work is recorded
on a punch card system which simplifies the statistical analysis.
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Regarding instrumentation, the apparatus used is
apparently quite simple and standard.^The idea of setting
up small field chemical labs, in long wheel based Land Rovers is
being considered.

The l'etrology Section was faced with the usual problem -
of rock storage but the most interesting feature of their work
was the use of a punch card system for recording data on all
rocks and minerals in the collection.

The Mineral Deposits Section under Dr. A.H. Laing was
originally concerned only with radioactive elements under tight
security but in recent years this has been relaxed, information
has been made available, and the scope of the section has been
extended to cover all mineral deposits.^Much of their work at
present is on the collection of data on all known occurrences
of a certain element throughout Canada.^The more important
deposits are visited to obtain first hand knowledge and extensive
literature surveys are also made.^The results are printed, in
a G.S.C. Economic Geology Series e.g. No. 18 Niobium (Columbium)
Tkeposits of Canada.^The aim is to gather together all
information on the ore occurrences in the country in the hope
that it may help exploration and contribute to a better
understanding of the typos of ore deposits and modes of
occurrence.^Preliminary maps are also - produced showing a
particular metal distribution throughout the country and
selected references are printed in the margin to assist
interested parties.^The next report currently being prepared,
is to deal with iron.

Various approaches to field work were discussed.
Obviously, because of the climate, Canada has rather different
problems to Australia; that part of the Shield area below the
tundra region is usually covered with thick vegetation and
outcrops occur mainly as low rounded glaciated mounds, sometimes
overgrown.^Extensive use of canoes is made on lakes and rivers
while float planes.are used where there are no roads.^In
thickly wooded areas accessible by road, picket lines are cut
on a grid pattern to facilate detailed work.^The use of
helicopters is also increasing and in regional work they are
proving very useful allowing vast areas to be covered.^The
helicopters fly up and down set lines across the area, landing
only where the geologist is in doubt.^Apparently after a brief
familiarization period a geologist can interpret most of the
outcrops without landing.

The mountains present a different problem and here again
helicopters are used extensively.^In the arctic and subarctic
regions where vegetation is very sparse preliminary
photointerpretation is more helpful and the surveys move faster
by merely checking the interpretations.^In some places
vehicles can be used but for the broader surveys, float planes,
canoes and helicopters are more suitable.^Super Pip Cubs
have been used with great success in the islands north of
Canada.^The planes are fitted with low pressure balloon tyres
and land on Amjprieirlf.y rough ground.^A high powered engine
enables them to take off in very short distances and it was
suggested that they could be used in a similar manner in some
of the desert regions of Central Australia.^The Survey at
present has a paper in press on the use of helicopters in field
work.
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The Geophysical Section also does most of its work
with airborne apparatus using twin engined amphibious planes.
This section drew the writer's attention to two relatively new
instruments currently in use.^The most important is the
A.F.M.A.G. or audio frequency magnetometer reported to be more
sensitive than the standard apparatus.^(Details available
from Sharpe Geophysical, 6080 Young Street, Willowaale, Ontario).
The other instrument was a portable refraction seismograph apparatus
suitable for small scale field check work, such as depth to
bedrock and pinpointing of faults.^It has been described in the
literature (see Mooney and Kansa, 58) or Dr. Mooney may be
contacted at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.

While at the Geological Survey certain visits were arranged
for the writer viz.; Dr. Robinson arranged the visit to Bancroft
Uranium Mines and the visit to the G.S.C. field party in the
Bathurst N.B. area.^Dr. Lord suggested the writer should visit
the iron deposits in N. Eastern Quebec and both the writer and
Dr. Lord wrote to the Iron Ore Company about this but no reply'
was received despite the fact that the writer delayed a few days
on rest leave to allow the company more time to answer and arrange
the visit.

Another interesting feature of the Survey's activities is
the employment of students during the field season.^The
permanent staff of the Survey is approximately 300 geologists
and during the 1959 summer 70 field parties were active.^Many of
the geologists are engaged on laboratory work and, as the field
season falls during t13.e university vacation, June-September, the
staff numbers are supplemented by employing students on a temporary
basis.^Post graduate students commonly are in charge of
subparties under close supervision while undergraduates serve as
field assistants, draughtsmen and assist in mapping if their .
knowledge and ability is sufficient to allow this.^Final year and
research students are commonly allowed to select a problem during
the course of field work, and if it is acceptable to their
university and the Survey, it becomes their project for a higher
degree.^The system apparently works quite well; - in the
interfield season the students return to their university for
their lecture course and have very little contact with the Survey.

A modified version of this system could probably be
applied in Australia, where post graduate students are not normally
required to take lecture courses during the academic year.^They
could work with the Bureau for at least a four month period and
providing a suitable problem could be outlined, continue their
work at a university using the full research facilities available
there without upsetting the work of the Bureau in any way.^The
system works quite well in Canada particularly where some kind
of incentive is induced for the student; e.g. the student
is included as a joint author in any reports and it is made quite
clear what part of the work he has done so that he may take the
credit and responsilpility for it.^Another advantage of the
system is that many of the students join the Survey after
completing their studies.^This training of young geologiDts is
regarded as a part of the Survey's responsibility to the country.
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Ontario Department of Mines HeaLluaficLa,

Torcnto Ont

The visit to the Ontario Department of Mines was not
particularly fruitful because most of the geological staff was
absent on field work and the writer spent the day with the
engineering section. . They were preparing their annual exhibits
for the Royal Canadital Exhibition held in Toronto in late
August and the writer was able to see these.^One of the exhibits
was a map showing all major mining locations in Ontario with
flashing lights coupling the particular element to its locality.
There was also a working model of an underground metal mine
approximately 50' in length and a display of fluorescent minerals
under ultra violet light.^In the Department equipment used for
testing winding ropes in mines was demonstrated.^All mines in
Ontario are required to send in a 6' length of their hoist ropes
at regular intervals and the tests show the condition of the rope
and whether replacement is necessary.^After ropes are taken out
of service selected samples are also sent for testing.^This
service has probably prevented many accidents through rope failure.

University of Toronto ., Ont.

At the University of Toronto, Professor F. Gordon Smith
gave some time to the author. Most of the staff and students
were absent on summer work.^The main purpose of the visit was to
see Prof. Smith.^The subjects discussed were inclusion studies,
solubility of sulphides, structure of some sulphides, late stage
crystallisation phenomena, and aspects of intrusions.

Inclusion studies are directed towards two results;
(a) geothermometry and (b) the composition, of the inclusion as a
clue to the nature of the original solution from which the specimen
crystallised.^The studies are mainly limited to the coarser
grained rocks where inclusions tend to be More abundant.^The
geothermometry studies of fluid inclusions are quite standard.
employing a microscope with heating stage to study the tempeilature
at which the fluid either vaporises or completely fills the
inclusion.

Another interesting approach is decrepitometry.^This is
based on solid inclusions which presumably crystallise together
with the enclosing mineral at approximately the same temperature.
The method is based on the premise that if the included mivera
has a greater coefficient of expansion than the enclosing mineral,
and therefore shrinks on cooling, it is no longer a perfect fit
within the inclusion, i.e. the walls are under tension.^An
estimate of the temperature of crystallisation is calculated by
heating up the mass; the inclusions gradually expand until they
occupy the,space provided neutreklising the tensional effects;
further heating causes further expansion against the confining
walls and decrepitation results; faint crackling sounds can be
detected.^The decrepitation point is quite sharp although care is
required in interpretation as sounds are produced by other minerals
also, e.g. phase changes in minerals such as A and B Quartz.

The apparatus used in the decrepitometric studies is
relatively simple — it comprises a bomb enclosure with
thermocouple fitted for measuring the temperature.^It is
connected by a tube to a microphone, the whole being placed in a
vibration free mount.^The signals from the microphone pass through
a preamplifier, ratemeter, scales, and cathode ray oscilloscope,
to a recorder where decrepitation is measured graphically in counts
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per minute.^A voltage control is used to maintain a constant
temperature gradient and an indicating pyrometer connected to
the thermocouple ensures measurement of counts every 50 rise in
temperature.^A trace of the temperature gradient is recorded
electrically.

Decrepitometric studies arc ideally suited for work
on the coarser grained igneous and metamorphic rocks as well as
veins and coarse grained mineralisation.^Another possibility
of decrepitometry is as an aid in crushing processes; increased
temperature might cause enough decrepitation to weaken certain
rocks prior to crushing.

The composition of inclusions is also analysed using
various chemical techniques. The average composition has been
found to be high in sodium chloride and other salts in aqueous
solution, neutral or slightly alkaline.

Smith has published prolifically on inclusion studies
and a list of references is shown in the bibliography
(74-81 incl.).

Research is also in progress into sulphide solubilities
and early results suggest zinc and load sulphides can be fairly
soluble at 2000 under certain conditions.^Research on phases
at high temperature and pressure is also carried out using
normal bomb apparatus.

Work on structures of compounds is carried out using
X—Ray apparatus. Earlier work on the variations in the structure
of zinc sulphide with varying iron and manganese percentages
showed that many of Xullerudis. (43) presumptions about iron
content of sphalerite as a geothermometer are probably wrong.

Professor Smith is personally investigating late stage
crystallisation of magmas in an attempt to determine what happens
to the rare earth minerals with the aim of showing why and where
they tend to segregate.^He hopes to apply his results to gain
further information from a study of the Greenville series
north—east of Toronto.

Finally, aspects of intrusion were discussed.
Prof. Smith indicated that a magma in contact with water
saturated rocks might have a vapour pressure deficiency with
respect to water.^In consequence of the system moving towards
equilibrium water would tend to move into the magma rather
than away from it, and carry certain elements in the transfer.
Chemical traverses across sharp granite contacts would reveal
what elements ha7c in fact been mobilised.^Graphically the
type of results would be as in Figure 2,
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Fig. 2. Suggested diagram showing element concentrations across
an igneous contact illustrating transfer of elements.
Somewhat similar studies on veins have also been
made (see Boyle, 3).

Ward's Natural Science Establishment,

Rochester New York State.

Ward's Natural Science Establishment was visited but
unfortunately no experimental work was observed.^The writer was
able to examine their mineral collection to determine whether
any specimens were worth purchasing for display purposes. It
was decided not to purchase at the time because Most of the really
good material was very expensive; purchase of some of the
rarer specimens may be worthwhile in the future.

MINES AND THEIR INDIVIDUAL EXPLORATION PROGRAMMES

Individual mines have been grouped together according
to the main elements produced. The groups in order of discussion
are zinc, including lead-zinc, copper, iron, uranium, gold and
nickel.

Zinc-Lead Mines 

The mines visited are Franklin-Sterlins (New Jerst
Jefferson City Cennessee), Tri-State Ciamii Oklahoma), Tintic tah),
Sullivan-0r. Columbia), and Bathurst Cew Brunswicli).

Sterling„line - New Jersey 

This mine is owned and operated by the New Jersey Zinc
Company and is situated some 4-5 miles north-west of New York in
the Franklin Furnace district of New Jersey. At the time of the
visit the mine was not producing but was being maintained by a
skeleton staff and will be reopened when prices become more
favourable. Haddon F. King (41) recently included notes on the
area in his comparative analysis of ores in metamorphosed Precam-
brian rocks. The best general reference in recent years was Hague
et al. (31). The visit was conducted by R.W. Metsger, the mine
geologist.
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Briefly the geology is as follows. Both the Franklin
and Sterling. orebodies occur in a series of metamorphosed,
impure, magnesian marbles close to, but at different dista8ces
from, overlying gneissic metasediments dipping at about 55 east.
No mineralisation has been found in the 3 mile zone separating
the two deposits along the strike. Both deposits show banding
parallel to the gneissic or sedimentary banding and are regarded
as replacement of dragfold metasediments plunging steeply north-
east. The folds at Sterling are more intense or more completely
replaced then at Franklin. In the open pit at Sterling the
contact of ore and limestone is very sharp and this is generally
true for all of the banded ore. However, in Sterling there is
a very coarse breccia developed with fragments several feet in
length; fragments of ore in carbonate-clay matrix and rock
fragments surrounded by ore can both be observed. The breccia
has not been explained but appears to be too coarse and too wide
to be a fault breccia.

The ore occurs in a graphite free zone of the marble.
It is draped round a central core of graphite marble and sep-
arated from this by an annular zone of mica, felspar, hornblende,
pyroxene and garnet gneiss. Metsger et al. (57) have studied the
mineralogy in detail and observed zoning in the deposit.

The ore minerals comprise approximately 40% franklinite
(oxide of Fe, Zn, Mn), 23% willemite (zinc silicate), snd one
per cent of zincite . (oxide), in an intimate mixture. The
assemblage is famous for the brilliant fluorescent properties of
the minerals and these are utilised in underground mapping and
grade evaluation. These primary minerals commonly show a gneissic-
type banding of speculative origin. In the future the alter-
ation (?) products, hemimorphite (hydrated zinc silicate) and the
zinc rich clay may become important sources of zinc.

Geochemical prospecting and drilling in the area has
revealed two large and very deep 'pits' extending down from the
surface for 680 to 1000 ft. or more, adjacent to the Sterling
orebody. These 'pits' contain a zinc rich clay containing, in
parts, 20-40% zinc as well as a high percentage of water; they
have the nature of karst features but seem too deep and extensive.
Karst topography exists on the limestone surface and is visible
in local quarries but the sink holes are generally quite shallow.
One of the zinc pits actually forms the altered rock core of the
orebody. An interesting feature of the zinc clay is that clay
particles aligned along relict carbonate cleavages are visible
under the microscope, indicating that the material was originally
an integral part of the limestone series.

Mining methods are quite standard, longitudinal and
transverse shrinkage stoping being most important. Open pit
methods were used only in the earliest stages of mining. Haulage
and supply uses a 57 inclined shaft with 4 compartments.

The stoppage in production in the mine has allowed
geological work to advance far ahead of development and a
fruitful research programme has been organised. Metsger's
(57) mineralogic study is a part of this programme, along with
a trwe element study of the rocks surrounding the orebody.
The latter study, using spectrographic techniques, has so far
revealed a zinc "halo" round the orebody with obvious advantages
for further exploration and testing of drill cores. It also
led to the discovery of the large 1000' deep zinc clay 'pit' to
the east of the orebody and realization- of the danger of flooding
from the tremendous volume of water in this 'pit'. Flood gates
have since been installed in the working to safeguard against this
danger. As a further safeguard a Benioff strain gauge mounted
on the end of a 10' quartz tube has been installed underground
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in a specially cut horizontal drillhole. This instrument is
being used in conjunction with work. at Lamont Geological Institute
to study the strain in rocks. Over a period of time records of
strain will be obtained and any increased microseismic activity
such.as would be expected prior to a breakthrough of the water
from the clay pit will be evident. Obviously this is a reason-
able safety precaution and possibly the only effective method of
warning.

Surface exploration is also in progress with emphasis
more on geochemical sampling than geophysics.

Jefferson  City_7 Mascot Districti Tennessee

Professor Chas. H. Behre Jr. assisted the writer in
arranging a visit to the New Jersey Zinc Company's mine at
Jefferson City. Here the mine geologist, D. Kendall, conducted
a tour of the mine and of the district, including the American
Zinc Company's mine at Mascot. Here the writer met Dr. Charles
R.L. Oder, who is a recognised authority on the district.

Bridge (6) gives a good outline of the stratigraphy
of the district and Ohle (59) mentions the ore deposits in his
recent paper comparing the low temperature zinc deposits of the
south-eastern states.

The Jefferson City - Mascot zinc area is situated in
a narrow synclinal belt 15-20 miles north-east of Knoxville in
central east Tennessee, in the Appalachian valley and ridge
province. The north-east trending belt comprises limestones,
shales, and sandstones ranging in age from lower to Middle and
upper Palaeozoic. The zinc ore is confined to dolomitized
limestone in the lower Ordovician Kingsport and Longview for-
mations. In general dipsin the area are gentle, but there has
been extensive low angle thrusting from the east and some north-
east tear faulting parallel to the strike. This has resulted
in the sequence being repeated many times and the belt appears
"ribboned" on geological maps.

The ore is mineralogically very simple, being almost
exclusively fine grained light brown sphalerite, occasionally
with a little pyrite or marcasite. Ore bodies are elongated
and continuous with bedding but are very irregular in detail with
grades varying rapidly. Brokaw and Jones (7) and Brokaw (8) have
shown that richer ore occurs along the crests and troughs of
gentle minor flexures trending across the main regional structures.
Kendall was not completely in agreement with the idea of a struc-
tural control and showed several new occurrences west of Jeger-
son City where the ore horizon was more steeply dipping (30 )
and showed no minor flexures. However the controlling flexures
recorded by Brockaw are very slight and detailed contouring of
the horizon is probably necessary before their presence can be
confirmed or completely ruled out.

Dolomites and breccias play an important part in the
localisation of the ore. The breccias are mainly confined to the
ore horizon and Kendall distinguishes 3 types, two of which
he believes are sedimentary; (a) coarse grained dolomitic
breccias located in dolomitised limestone beds and restricted to
these beds; (b) fine grained dolomite breccias, cross cutting
the stratigraphic section. In one of these the writer observed
a block approximately 12' long and 2'6" square and showing no
cracks or signs of tectonic strain. This block could be posit-
ively identified as coming from a bed 60' higher in the strati-
graphic section; (c) the third type of breccia is a crackle or
mosaic type attributed to tectonic forces and localising some
ore as fracture fillings. Ore occurs as a Partial replacement
in the coarse breccia type (a)•but type (b) is barren.
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Features suggesting that ore deposition may have been
contemporaneous with the sedimentation rather than hydrothermal,
include rounded sphalerite pebbles in the breccias; the fact
that laminated elastic dolomite and sands filling spaces in
breccias are bedded parallel to the country rocks; high angle
post ore tensional faults displace ore bands parallel to bedding
but no sphalerite is found on the fault planes; the country
rocks are Unaltered except for slight bleaching of fine grained
dolomite beds; widespread occurrence of zinc on the one horizon;
absence of any igneous activity in the vicinity, and the intimate
association of the ore with the one stratigraphic horizon and its
sedimentary structure.

Kendall (39) is preparing a paper for Economic Geology
advocating a sedimentary origin with some later remobilisation
due to tectonic activity, e.g. the crackle breccias. The writer
has no hesitation in favouring this theory on the basis of
evidence seen in the district although Kendall's theory came in
for considerable criticism when presented in abstract form at a
G.S.A. meeting in St. Louis.

Mining methods in the N.J.Z.C. mine at Jefferson City
were rather revolutionary. Owing to the low dip of the ore
horizon trackless mining was feasible and diesel powered cater-
pillar tractors towing self loading Gismos were used along with
a diesel-powered, rubber-tyred transloader for loading and haulage
from the open stopes (room and pillar) to the central loading
points. From these the ore was carried to the main shafts by
rail. The diesel vehicles raise problems of ventilation but
lead to great savings in costs in flat lying deposits.

The mill was also impressive, employing only 4 men
per shift. The zinc is separated using flotation methods while
limestone and silica are also recovered and sold as smelter flux
and road metal respectively.

The N.J.Z.C. mine commenced operating in 1953 and went
into production in 1955. The overall efficiency is a clear
indication of why it is profitable on only 4% zinc ore.

Exploration in the area consists mainly of drilling and
soil sampling. Outcrops are very poor and the maps are based
largely on rubble, vegetation and topographic data. Geophysical
methods have not been particularly successful in the area. Geo-
chemical sampling of the outcrops of the favourable ore zone and
subsequent drilling down dip of anomalies has proved effective
but the irregular nature of the orebodies limits the technique
and much exploration is "blind" drilling.

Tri State Deposits :_picher Nr. Miami 3 Oklahoma 

The mines in this area ceased production in 1956 due
to a shortage of good ore and later, depressed prices. The
Eagle-Pickier Company maintains offices in the area and geological
and engineering work to maintain the mines continues. Mr. D.Brochie,
Chief Geologist at Picher, took the author through a representative
set of workings in the area. Information on the Tri State District
is ave,ilable in the following publications Ohle (59), Lyden (51),
Bastin (1), Weidmann (97).

In the Picher area the ore zone is generally less than
300' below the surface in Mississippian limestones and Cherts of
the Osage or Boone Formation, overlain unconformably by Cherokee
Shale of Pennsylvanian age. The sediments are essentially flat
lying with minor flexures, collapse structures, and drag effects
along faults and rift blocks. The ore most commonly occurs in
fractured areas or zones of brecciation except in the lower
levels of the Osage formation, particularly the '0' bed of the
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Koekuk member, where beds of limestone are replaced and the ore
occurrence is referred to as "sheets".

Much of the brecciated material appears to be
sedimentary. High grade ore is generally found where fracture zones
occur causing further disruption of the brecciated material.
Small tectonic domes and ridges have developed throughout the
area and collapse type slumping generally occurs on the edges
of these ridges, with fault aud rift subsidence occurring in the
Most severe cases.

Almost invariably pink dolomite in finely crystalline
form is associated with high grade mineralisation, commonly as
a core or as a marginal zone.^Ore along fracture zones usually
grades laterally into poorly mineralised jasperoid material
away from the fracture zones and this in turn grades into barren
limestone and breccia.^Dolomitic material becomes greyish as
the ore grade decreases.^Most of the white cherty material in
the beds is regarded as a surface silicification effect of
exposure during deposition of the beds while the dark jasperoid
material and the dolomite is regarded by proponents of the
hydrothermal theory as a type of wall rock alteration.

The ore does not favour any particular bed, being
found throughout the Osage Formation with only one exception; i.e.
ore has not been found in the thin highly siliceous cotton rock
unit.

The mineralogy of the deposit is relatively simple.
Sphalerite and galena are the chief ore minerals, occurring as
coarse crystals in some of the vugs.^Pyrite, marcasite, chal-
copyrite and enargite have also been reported in minut,7
quantities. Various oxidation products also occur, In one of the
mines asphalt drips from the backs, apparently coming from the
unconformity below the Cherokee Shale, which, in the Picher area,
is the edge of the reservoir zone for the Oklahoma oilfield,.

The deposits are generally similar to the Tennessee
occurrence described above although the "wall rock alteration"
products and more complicated mineralogy are obvious differences.
Ohle (59) gives a comparative discussion of the deposits.

Several theories have been proposed for the origin of
the deposits including lateral secretion by artesian or meteoric
water as well as the more popular hydrothermal theory.^The
hydrothermalists gain weight from the fact that granite has been
recorded, in a drill hole,1200t below the surface.^However, no
plumbing" or alteration effects as might be expected from

ascending hot solutions have been observed and the difficulty in
explaining the tremendous areal extent (approximately 1,000
sq. miles) of the deposits remains.

Mining methods in use are :similar to those in Tennessee;
room and pillar stoping is carried out with diesel equipment
for transport.^No rail equipment was seen underground.

Owing to the flat dip of the rocks in the area nothing
is exposed at the surface.^Exploration is consequently difficult
''.nd has been mainly in the form of churn drilling and more
vm.mtlyjackleg drilling (see Clark and Brockie (18)).

Geophysical and gecchemical work has proved unsuccessful
(Hambleton et al. (33)).
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Tintic District, Utah

Most mining operations in the Tintic district have
ceased, but recent and current exploration in the East Tintic
district may lead to reopening.^The writer was fortunate in
being able to arrange a brief visit to the Bear Creek Mining
Company's operations in the area through the Kennecott Corpor-
ation in Salt Lake City.^The Bear Crock Mining Company is a
subsidiary of Kennecott.^Mr. J. Bush conducted the visit.

Much has been written about the Tintic district, but
the best references seem to be Lindgren & Loughlin (46) for the
general geology and mine, and Lovering (49) for his work on wall
rock alteration in the East Tintic district.

Briefly the geology of the area involves N.N.E. trending,
folded Lower Palaeozoic quartzites overlain by limestone
with few shales, totalling about 13,000' thickness.^These have
been intruded by rhyolite porphyry and monzonite in Tertiary
time, and extrusive activity in the rsame period deposited an un-
conformable cover of rhyolites, lates, tuffs and andesites.
Extensive faulting in the area is thought to control the location
of ore deposits and intrusives.

The main Tintic district lies on the western vertical
limb of an asymmetrical syncline and it was previously thought
that the gently dipping east limb was unmineralised.^It now
seem's that the east limb may be as rich as the main district; it.
has not been thoroughly explored owing to the blanketing cover
of Tertiary volcanics.

The ore, mainly silver, lead, zinc and copper, is
generally accepted to be of hydrothermal origin with a halo of
jasperoid material, pyrite, and barytes, and further away, seric-
ite, regarded as the products of wall rock alteration. Consider-
able argillitic alteration occurs near intrusives and orebodies and
is regarded as hydrothermal.^Where this affects the volcanics
and can be recognized as such it provides an important exploration
guide.

The Bear Creek Mining Company has used surface geo-
chemical :;ampling techniques on the volcanic cover and selected
favourable areas for drilling.^The first of these, the Berger
Shaft area, near the east end of the Burriston Canyon was proved,
by drilling, to be mineralised, and an exploratory shaft has been
sunk.^Underground exploration development is being used in
preference to further drilling because of the irregularity of the
ore,^Further drilling will probably be mainly of the underground
jackleg type.^The writer was able to see some promising lead-
zinc-silver zones with barytes and jasperoid material in
sericitised sandy rocks during an underground visit. The relation
of the ore to the country rock was not clear although Bush said
that the ore forms a bedded replacement type deposit, favouring
certain beds.^The picture was further complicated by a large low-
angled thrust fault from the east which seemed to limit the upward
spread of the mineralization owing to a thick breccia zone con-
taining impermeable gouge.^Later north-east trending normal
faults cut the main thrust and seem to be associated with ore
occurrence, as is the case in the main Tintic district.

The discovery is another example of the practical
value of geochemistry as a prospecting tool.
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Sullivan Mine British Columbia

This mine is expected to be the largest lead-zinc
producer in the world. It is operated by the Consolidated
Mining and Smelting Company of Canada (COMINCO) and is situated
amid the Rocky Mountains in south-eastern British Columbia, at
Kimberley, near Cranbrook. The mine has a very picturesque
setting among pine covered foothills on the edge of a broad
low valley between the snow capped peaks of the Rockies. The
•visit was conducted by the Senior Geologist, W.R. Sproule, and
the Chief Geologist, Dr. A. Freeze.

There is not a great deal of information available on
the Sullivan Mine in the literature possibly due to the rather
secretive policy of "COMINCO". Selected references are the
Cominco Issue of the Canadian Mining Journal (84); Rice (63);
Pentland (60) and Swanson and Gunning (85). R.L. Stanton is
reported to be making a comparative study of lead ores from
Sullivan & . Mt. Isa and there is also a Ph.D. student, H. Haswell,
from Queen's University, stuyding the ore deposits.

Briefly the geology is as follows. The mine is sit-
uated in late Precambrian sediments of the Lower Aldridge Formation
in an area where there are a few gabbroic sills, dykes, diorites
and granophyric intrusions. The orebsdy lies in sediments striking
north-south and dipping at roughly 30 to east, the attitude being
only slightly disturbed by a small anticlinal flexure which con-
tains the greater part of the orebody. To the north the orebody
cuts out against, or is cut off by, the Kimberley fault with a
throw of 15,000 feet. Small faults also cut the sediments at
right angles to this.

The sediments comprise mainly argillites and siltstones
with a few impure quartzite and conglomerate bands locally.
The rocks have been subjected to moderate metamorphism and now
belong to the chlorite facies although biotite-garnet rocks are
found in association with the ore in some places. Minor folds
and fractures are very common and are best observed in the banded
ore zones where the coarser silty and sandybands are not replaced.
These minor contortions in places resemble slump structures but
could equally well represent an early stage of ptygmatic folding.
In general the structures are not as intensely developed as at
Mt. Isa where intense minor folding in the banded ore is relatively
Common.^The writer was not permitted to take photographs on
the surface or underground but a set of photographs of some of the
underground banding and flexuring WAS; supplied by the company.

The ore zone is a large lenticular body occupying
200-300' of the sequenc o with the footwall just above the main
conglomerate zone and the hangingwall just below the upper
quartzite.^Throughout this zone the ore appears to replace
certain beds, particularly the finest grained, while silty beds
seem to be the last to have been replaced.^The main ore bands
occur in the lower 30-120' of the ore zone where up to 80 per
cent of the layers are ore. This lower zone is capped by silt-
stone and overlain by 40-70' of silty argillites containing two
ore bands, the I and the H, less than 10' thick. The I band
contains the pyrrhotite marker consisting of several very thin
bands of fine pyrrhotite similar to the first generation syn-
genetic pyrite at Mt. Isa in macroscopic appearance, and traceable
laterally for 6,000'. The upper 100! of the ore zone starts
with a silty phase, then an argillaceous phase containing the
H-U ore bed less than 10' thick, and capped by hanging wall
upper quartzite.

The mineralogy of the deposit is more complex than
in the Mt. Isa Pb-Zn bodies. The principal minerals are galena,
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sphalerite (as marmatite), pyrrhotite, and pyrite with lesser
quantities of chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, boulangerite, cassiterite,
fiedelite, jamesonite, gneissic galena, garnet, calcite, biotite,
tourmaline, albite, and chlorite.^The ore mined is reputed to
average about 15% lead.^Pyrrhotite is present even at consider-
able distances from the main orebody and occurs mainly in thiu
laminations in the argillites, particularly just below each of
the three siltstone beds.^Pyrrhotite is also reported in the
conglomerate where it is said to occur on the edges of pebbles
but not replacing the matrix; some workers regard this as an
erosional feature.^Cassiterite is present in recoverable
quantities and is said to occur mainly on fracture planes.

Zoning is recognised (Pentland, (60)) but its significance
is not understood.^Briefly it involves the main lead-zinc mass
occurring in the thickest central zone with pyrite increasing
round the edges, particularly the northern edge.^Some workers
regard it as a N.E. - S.W. valley filled with sulphides and
sediments and subsequently folded.^Some evidence for this
hypothesis exists e.g. the pyrrhotite in the conglomerate pebbles;
the pyrite core and the lead-zinc distribution; and the fact that
at the southern end of the deposit the lower ore beds are missing
- pogInibly eroded - so that the upper beds rest on the conglomerate.

Other unusual features are the occurrence of crystalline
galena on fracture surfaces, the flattened garnets, and lenticular
pyrite masses.^The garnets are completely flattened indicating
development in areas of high stress.^This occurs with the
crystalline galena and when the fracture plane is broken open the
garnets stick to one side and leave a perfect cast in the crystalline
galena of the remaining half,^The lenticular pyrite masses
occurring mainly in the northern end of the deposit vary from
spherical to elongate in shape and have been compared with the
buckshot gravels of the Witwatersrand although there seems little
reason for the comparison.^Some workers, adhering, to a hot
spring and volcanic theory of genesis, regard them as volcanic
bombs but the general lack of evidence of vulcanism in the area
rules this out.

An interesting zone of alteration is recognised round
the orebody and is regarded by the hydrothermalists as wall rook
alteration.^There are 3 types of alteration, tourmalinfation,
chloritisation and albitisation.^The tourmalinisation is mainly
restricted to the area beneath the orebody, while chloritisation
is most prominent immediately above the orebody along with
albitisation and the latter extends for a few hundred feet above
the hanging wall.^The tourmalinised rock indicating a high
boron content, extends at least 1500' below the orebody and
includes stringers of pyrrhotite.^It alters the sediments to
dark cherty rocks and the evidence suggests the tourmalinisation
was pre-ore.^The chloritisation is mainly localised close to
the sulphides and associated with other alteration.^The
albitisation has altered the rocks of the hanging wall to a pure
albite rock up to 900' above the orebody.^The alteration may
also be related to the dyke intrusions.

Evidence has been put forward that the minor folding
was in progress both during and after mineralisation.^In the
banded zones the lead-zinc bands fade off against and into
large "blocks" of massive pyrrhotite but the latter de not seem
to affect the minor folding in any way.

Apart from the banded ore, ore filled fracture zones
are also known and have been mined up to 100' above the hanging
wall of the banded ore.
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The dyke system is regarded as post ore because in gen-
eral the dykes cut the ore bands. However galena has been found
in fractures in one or two dykes. This can be interpreted as
meaning that the dykes were impervious to mineralisation or else
some remobilisation has taken place.

In one of the stope systems in the central ore zone
the writer was shown lead-zinc ore occurring in two bands on the
limbs of an anticline. Each band thickened gradually towards
the crest so that in the crestal area the waste band had dis-
appeared and the total ore thickness had increased from around
10' to 18'. The obvious interpretation is mobilisation or move-
ment towards the crestal area, which has become a low pressure
tensioned area during folding.

Considerable argument exists as to the origin of the
deposit, particularly among the mine geologists. Both syngenetic
and hydrothermal theories are held and the syngenetic-temobilisation
theory is also considered. One geologist has plotted the ore zone
throughout the mine, showing that it transgresses the sediments
at a slight angle, in the opposite direction to the facies trans-
gressions. The significance of this is not certain but it seems
that even a selective replacement of individual beds must follow
bedding, if only locally.

Sedimentary structures such as minor disconformities,
possible current bedding, and load cast phenomena are reported
from the mine but their relation to ore is unknown.

The operating methods at Sullivan are standard. Entry
to the mine is by an inclined adit in the side of a mountain and
individual levels are served by inclined shafts with winding rooms
underground and on surface approximately 600 feet above the adit
entrance. The main mining methods are open room and pillar stop-
ing and recent shortage of good ore has led to the pillar recovery
stage. Eimco loaders and slushers are used at drawpoints and ore
is transported in 46 and 86 cubic feet Granby trucks. Some of the
stopes are backfilled with coarse waste rock rich in pyrrhotite
and pyrite. Water percolating through this causes oxidation and
the fill cements itself into a very solid mass. Ore is trans-
ported to the smelters at Trail for the final process.

Local exploration in the mine area uses mainly geological
interpretation followed by drilling, while more regional explor-
ation involves geological and geophysical techniques.

Bathurst area, New Brunswick

Several companies are active in the area but the recent
depressed prices of lead and zinc have temporarily discouraged
development. The area is a potential producer of lead, zinc and
copper with iron as a possible by-product. The visit was arranged
by the Geological Survey of Canada and Dr. R.W. Boyle conducted
the visit. Many interesting discussions were held with Dr. Frank
Moss representing the Consolidated Zinc Company in the area.

The area has been described in numerous reports but
many of these are unpublished. Smith and Skinner (73) have
probably given the most up to date account of the geology while
Lea and Rancourt (45) and Chariton (17) have recently described
the orebodies. Stanton (82) has mentioned the ores briefly in
a comparative study and is said to be preparing a paper on the
ores although he has spent very little time in the area. The
G.S.C. will also be publishing their results but this may take
some time. McAllister (in press 55) is freely quoted in the
following description.

IA
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The rocks of the area are of Lower Palaeozoic age,
mainly Ordovician and Silurian. The mineralised area consists
of a thick series of interbedded volcanic and sedimentary rocks
of.Ordovician age lying in three concentric zones. The outer
zone is mainly of argillites, fine greywackes and quartzites
with argillaceous material included. The intermediate zone is
characterised by broad bands of mafic flow rocks and tuffs while
the central zone is a thick series of acidic tuffs, agglomerates
and lava flows with a thin banded iron formation less than 20 feet
thick, and some minor intercalated sediments. The tuffs and the
banded iron formation seem to be the most important as they are
commonly associated with the sulphides. The tuffs are known local-
ly as "porphyry" because of the prominent fragments of clear
quartz and felspar which occur in varying amounts throughout.
The texture is reminiscent of porphyroblastic where the porphyries
are schistose.

The central Ordovician sequence is overlain to the
north by Silurian and Devonian argillites and volcanics, and
to the east by Carboniferous sediments ranging in grain size
from shales to arkoses and conglomerates. The latter sediments
are flati.lying while the Silurian and Devonian representatives
are only gently dipping. The rocks to the south of the central
Bathurst block are mainly phyllitic and schistose and are probably
Ordovician or older.

The Ordovician sequence is intruded by Devonian
granites and small gabbroic bodies, although doubt exists as to
whether all of the so-called gabbros are intrusive.

Little is known of the structure mainly because of the
thick vegetation, glacial cover and general paucity of outcrop.
Geophysical surveys indicating the configuration of the iron
formation and others have helped in this orespect. Two .1pominent
fault directions are recognised, viz. 30 E. of N. and 30n7. of Y.
and the Ordovician sequence is known to be tightly folded in some
places. Some metamorphic effects are also evident, particularly
near the granite. The disturbed attitude of the pre-Silurian
rocks indicates that most of the earth movements came at the end
of the Ordovician period, after the vulcanicity;while lesser
disturbances occurred in the Silurian and Devonian and were prob-
ably associated with the intrusive activity.

Two main types of ore deposit are recognised in the
Bathurst District, viz., a vein type and the more important and
extensive banded replacement bodies. The Nip:ado° Mine is a good
example of the vein type outcropping along the faulted contact
between an intrusive porphyry and dark argillites, possibly of
Silurian age. The ore at the surface, i.e. where the thin soil
cover (up to three feet thick) has been stripped off is changing
into a gossan in place with unaltered sulphides, their oxidised
derivatives and limonitic remnants occurring side by side. The
gossan seldom exceeded three feet in width whereas the orebody
is known to widen out to 10 feet width in depth. Alteration
effects such as a yellowish stain, sericitisation and kaolinis-
ation are recognised in the porphyry. The occurrence seems to
be a good example of a hydrothermal deposit localised along a
pre-existing fault and possibly related to the granitic intrusions,

A.L. McAllister (in press 55) divided the banded
replacement ores into two types; the moreabundant massive pyrite
type carrying galena, sphalerite, and minor chalcopyrite, and a
type with dominant pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. Time dYd not
allow the writer to become familiar with both types but the
first was examined in detail. The ore is generally fine grained
and shows banding reminiscent of bedding in most deposits.
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The only recognisable localising control affecting
the banded ores is stratigraphic; all deposits lie in or close
to the quartz felspar "porphyry" schists, some where it encloses
the banded iron formation. Individual bodies in some cases have
been followed on one stratigraphic horizon for over 2,000'. Drag
folds are associated with mineralisation in only a few cases.
Brunswick No. 6 in particular, and the stratigraphic'control'
here becomes less effective.

A chloritic host rock is also a common feature of the
mineralised zones. McAllister (in press 55) thinks this is
anomalous as the chloritic rocks were deposited on a highly sil-
iceous volcanic terrain. He suggests some of these may be facies
of normal iron formation.

It is interesting to note that the banded iron formation
comprising hematite and magnetite, sometimes pyrite, is similar
to the iron formation at Broken Hill, N.S.W. In the vicinity
of the dragfolded zone at Brunswick No. 6, folded quartz stringers
were observed and in some cases the folds seemed to have occurred
between two undisturbed beds in the iron formation.

In the dragfolded Brunswick No. 6 deposit the partly
banded ore occurs as a pod in the "porphyry" at its contact with
the iron formation. One gets the impression that the ore moved
along the top of the iron formation and peeled part of the iron
formation away from the porphyry and buckled the remainder.
Fragments of iron formation, highly contorted, occur in the middle
of the massive ore. Quartz veins are common filling fractures
in this area. Some of these are contorted and theabsence of
cracks in the quartz suggests that the openings were produced
during strain periods and the quartz merely flowed into place.

Dr. R.W. Boyle has an interesting theory that the vein
openings originally were areas of low silica concentrat4tion.
From thermodynamic principles, adjacent materials, if activated
by metamorphic effects, could migrate so as to set up equilibrium
(see Boyle, 3). He believes the theory applies to ore deposits
and that rather than being syngenetic the deposits are original
with remobilisation to effect concentration. He is preparing a
paper on this theme for Economic Geology.

Ideas on the genesis of the banded deposits are
varied with perhaps more people favouring a syngenetic or
modified syngenetic origin than a purely hydrothermal origin.
When the mines are opened up and further mapping is completed
workers may be able to judge more effectively.

The presence of gossans on most deposits immediately
below the soil cover is very interesting. Normally gossans are
not expected in glaciated areas and are less well developed in
cool, wet, climatic zones. The Bathurst area gossans offer a
good chance to study gossan formation and a student with the G.S.C.
was contemplating this at the time of the visit. The gossans are
not particularly useful in exploration except as float because
finding a gossan in place usually means finding the sulphides but
both are usually hidden under a thin soil mantle.

Early exploration in the area used mainly blind air-
borne geophysics with follow-up ground geophysics and some
regional geochemical samples. Once the initial fervour eased,
geological work was considered in more detail. Currently the
exploration programmes are models of efficiency and economy;
possible favourable areas are selected from geological interpretation
and reasoning in conjunction with the regional geophysical and
geochemical survey results; initial follow-up work utilises
geochemical soil and sediment sampling. If an anomaly is found,
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ground geophysics is applied and confirmation of the anomalies
leads to drilling. This seemed to be an ideal approach.

Ward (94) and MacKenzie (54) have described some of
the earlier exploration work in the Bathurst District.

Sackville District - New Brunswick

The Sackville district occurs in eastern New Brunswick
immediately west of the isthmus leading to Nova Scotia. Although
it is not a lead-zinc district it is described here because of
its proximity to Bathurst which is 130 miles to the northwest
and the fact that a G.S.C. field party was operating in the area
on a regional geochemical sampling programme. Three J.Interotirg

features were seen in the district.

The first is referred to as a copper swamp. Following
a bush fire some years ago a small area of land at the base of
a low ridge of glacial till remained bare; a small spring had
its source on the bare area and the only vegetation was a green
moss growing on a peat surface. The bare area is approximately
100 yards long and 20 yards wide and when investigated was found
to contain high copper values. No source for the copper has yet
been found but it is thought that the high concentration of copper
has inhibited g:2owth of vegetation. However, the moss on the spot
seems to thrive and is now identified as a definite species indic-
ative of high copper concentration and should prove useful in
exploration in similar areas. Some photographs were obtained.

The second interesting feature was the occurrence of
copper in the gently dipping Boss Point sandstone of Pennsylvanian
age. Malachite occurs as a coating around chalcocite balls in the
unmetamorPhosed sandstone, and aIpo,replaces organic trash. The
occurrence was very similar to somd of the uranium in the Colorado
Plateau and Gas Hills areas. Remembering the nearby copper swamp
one wonders if the copper was deposited into the organic zones by
some process during sedimentation. The sediments appeared to
belong to a red bed facies and were also rich in manganese.

The third feature was a barytes vein cutting the red bed
Boss Point sandstones. The vein filled a crush zone and contained
small amounts of lead and copper also with amethyst and abundant
manganese. Lead has recently been discovered associated with
barytes in the same sequence in Nova Scotia and this occurrence
seemed worthy of further examination. At the time of the visit
no work had been done on the barytes deposit but samples of water
issuing from the veins had been taken for analysis in Ottawa.

The copper producing mines visited are Ducktown-Copperhill
Tennessee, Bingham CanyonOtah), Noranda (Quebec), and Buchans
(Newfoundland). Copper is also an important product at Sudbuiy but
this is dealt with in the section on Nickel.

Ducktown-Copperhill Area,  Tennessee

The area is situated in the south-east corner of Ten-
nessee about 50 miles east of Chattanooga. It lies in a topographic
basin at the southern end of the Great Smoky Mountains in the
Appalachian belt. The actual mining area is very striking because
early open hearth smelting operations killed off all vegetation
within a radius of 2 miles and the reddish soils exposed have been
subjected to a badlands type of erosion.

Little information about the deposits isavailable in
the literature and the standard reference used by the mine is

Luker
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Emmons et al. (23).
the area and mining.
difficult and recent
discussed this.

Emmons (24) gives a good brief account of
Stratigraphic correlations in pk. area are

papers by Carroll (16) and King (42) have
A

Geologically the area belongs to a folded and intruded
Cambrian sequence in the Appalachian belt. The rocks in the mine
area are sandy schists, mica schists, and greywackes of the meta-
morphosed Ocoee Series. They have been isoclinally folded. The
ore deposits appear to be replacements of limestone lenses on the
limbs of a N.E. trending, overturned anticline. Lithologies are
gradational both along and across the bedding it the sediments.
Strike faulting is moderately intense while small faults also cut
across the anticlinal structure. Intrusives in the area are small
and consist of lenses of gabbro and pegmatite while an unusual
pseudodiorite thought to be a metamorphic derivative occurs near
the ore zone, particularly in the west limb of the anticline. The
nearest granite outcrop is about 15 miles distant.

The orebodies are regarded as bedded replacements of
metamorphosed limestone lenses. Some remnant marble lenses are
found with the ore. The relation to bedding was not particularly
obvious during the short visit but Emmons (24) reports that,
'the deposits show all structural features of the rocks that
enclose them.'

The main minerals are pyrrhotite, pyrite, chalcopyrite,
sphalerite, bornite, specularite, and magnetite with a variety of
gangue minerals e.g. tremolite, actinolite, calcite, quartz,
diopside, garnet, zoisite, chlorite, graphite, felspar, and
staurolite. Surface oxidation produces excellent limonitic
gossans and some secondary copper minerals but most of this has
been removed during early mining operations. Pyrite occurs as
fine grained banded material, disseminated, or as large cubes,
and nodules up to 5" across. Pyrrhotite is the dominant ore
mineral.

Alteration effects observed were sericite altering to
biotite, and replacement of staurolite by calcite and chlorite, or
in some places, alteration to kyanite. It was not known if these
alterations are related to mineralising solutions or not.

Slight metamorphism of the ore deposit is evident in
the banding of gangue minerals (e.g. 6" zoisite crystals) but no
evident schistosity has been developed

The pseudo diorite bands and lenses present another
puzzle. The lenses seldom exceed 3 feet in length and 18" in
diameter while the bands sometimes run for 100 feet or more. The
lenses usually lie roughly in the same zone and occasionally pass
into bands. In composition the lenses have a rim of white quartz
1-2" wide, an intermediate dark zone of hornblende with some garnet,
and a light coloured core of quartz, garnet and felspar. Their
origin remains speculative.

The geologists complained that they do not have much
time to spend on outside exploration which mainly consists of
drilling to extend the present deposits. The bare surface seems
to offer a good opportunity for detailed work but the lack of
distinctive features in the sequence makes mapping difficult.

Mining methods are quite standard using sublevel under-
hand stoping and Granby cars for transport, loading directly from
the grizzlies.

The average grade of copper is 1% and the main source
of income is in converting the sulphur to sulphuric acid using
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both Lead Chamber and Contact processes.^Some iron oxide is
also sold to steel companies.^Copper is sold both as blister
copper and copper sulphate.^These constitute the main products.

Bingham Canyon, Utah

This mine, operated by the Kennecott Corporation, is one
of the largest open-cut copper operations in the world. The mine
geologists Messrs. Alan James, Wilbur Smith and John Padan
conducted the writer's visit.

The mine is situated on the edge of the Oquirrh Range
26 miles south-west of Salt Lake City, Utah. 'It was discovered
in 1863 and has been worked continuously for copper since the
early 1900's.^Approximately 100,000 tons of ore and waste are
mined daily.^Such tonnages are possible because of the open pit
system with continuous benches and tramways round all walls. The
workings at Bingham are two miles wide and a mile long with the
base of the pit well over a thousand feet below the highest working.

There are many references to porphyry coppers in the
literature but the most pertinent ones on Bingham are Boutwell (2)
and Stringham (83).

The deposit occurs in the top of a complex monzonite
porphyry intruding siliceous Pennsylvanian sediments. The
sediments are mainly quartzites with a few lenses of limestone,
calcareous and carbonaceous shale; they were folded and faulted
prior to the intrusive activity.^The latter caused further
fracturing and faulting forming channel ways so that ore solutions
could penetrate into the country rock as well as the intrusive.

The ore deposit is essentially disseminated with copper
averaging about 0.9%.^The mineralogy is relatively simple with
pyrite,,chalcopyrite, and bornite making up the main sulphides
and sphalerite and molybdenite in minor amounts. Considerable
oxidation was reported in the cap rock but this has now been
completely removed.^Some limonite was visible around the upper
levels in parts of the open pit.

The porphyry mass where mineralised is extensively
jointed and fractured and this is thought to be due to shrinkage
or adjustments of the mass on cooling or to be related to the
hydrothermal solutions.

The most interesting aspect of this type of deposit
is the alteration attributed to the hydrothermal solutions.
Mineralization is known to be of highest grade where alteration
is most intense.^Products of alteration are sericite, clay
minerals, chlorite and minor amounts of silica.^The overall
effect is to create a homogeneous rock in which ferramagnesian
minerals and feldspars are barely distinguishable. Kaolinisation
is also important and reputed to be supergene.^Its extent is
probably related to the amount of fracturing in the cap rocks.
This alteration is a useful guide to exploration in the area and
the Kennecott Research Centre in Salt Lake City is geared to
detect any trace of such alteration in their exploration programme
in the area.

Well defined zoning is also represented at Bingham. The
central core of the intrusive c=tains mainly copper, pyrite and
molybdenum while further out in the country rocks lead-zinc
deposits occur as replacements and fissure fillings.

The contact of the intrusive and country rocks is not
clearly visible in the open cut.^It is thought to be a gradational

, granitised contact.^Once the contact is pointed out the viewer
realizes how irregular it is, Much of the sedimentary material inthe
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area comprises "islands" floating in a mass of monzonite.

An interesting feature at Bingham is that copper of too
low grade to be sent to the smelter is recovered by bacterial
action. Low grade waste dumps are constantly washed to maintain .
copper secreting bacteria in the dump. The bacteria release the
copper in solution which is collected downstream and the copper
recovered. The bacteria are referred to as the non-unionised
labour who work 7 days a week and 24 hours a day.

Exploration in the area involves geological, geochemical,
and geophysical techniques with the emphasis on location of alter-
ation haloes. Other types of occurrences are also considered.
Further details of this are contained in the section on Tintic
and the Kennecott Research Centre.

Noranda t_Quebec

The Noranda area lies in the great mineralised belt
stretching from Kirkland Lake and Larder Lake in Ontario through
Noranda, Malaretic and Val D'Or and beyond in north-western Quebeo.
The area has been famous for over 40 years for proauction of gold
and copper. Active exploration continues and new deposits are
still being found. Mines visited were the Horne Mine (Noranda

.Mines Ltd.) where Mr. W.L. Bancroft, Chief Geologist, conducted
the visit and Quemont Mine (Quemant Yining Corporation) where
Bert Taylor (Chief Geologist) conducted the visit and showed the
writer some of the local geology. Exploration in the area was
discussed with geologists of Consolidated Zinc Co., Messrs. R. Ed-
ward's & C. Spence. The Kerr Addison Gold Mine was also visited
and is discussed in the section on gold. The area is described
in the guidebook for the Sixth Commonwealth haning and -Dietallurgical
Congress in 1957.

Noranda and Quemont mines occur side by side but slight
differences in the type of mineralization are evident. Both mines
occur in volcanics of Keewatin age. Types represented are rhyolite
breccia and agglomerate, banded rhyolite tuff, rhyolite and
andesite intruded by syenite porphyry and quartz diorite stocks
and dykes, s metadiabase, rhyolite and diabase dykes. To the south
the E-W Cadillac-Malarctic break, a wide fault zone extending for
over a hundred miles, forms an approximate , southern boundary of the
mineralised belt with few mines occurring south of it.

Some Keewatin sediments occur south of the break but
in the Noranda area the majority of rocks south of the break are
Temiskaming greywackes, tuffs, conglomerates, arkoses, quartzites,
shales, argillites, slates and cherts intruded by granites.

The Horne mine occurs in a wedge of la -vas and intrusives
between two faults which diverge eastward but dip towards each
other. Both involve movements of greater than 2,000' and are
composite faults with a system of N.E. trending sympathetic faults
leading from them. The Quemont Mine occurs immediately north of
the wedge in complex porphyries and rhyolites it does not appear
to be associated pith andesites in contrast to its neighbour.

The orebodies are complex and numerous, •6 being known
so far in the Horne mine. They are regarded as massive replacement
deposits of irregular shape. Three periods of mineralization are
recognised; the first phase introduced pyrite and sphalerite;
then magnetite, pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite were introduced. In
places the second phase moved round the pyrite-zinc bodies and
•sewhere it seems to have "dammed" back behind them. The last

. phase was the introduction of gold and tellurides comprising a
complex set of minerals replacing the earlier bodies mainly round
the margins.
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Generally the margins of the orebodies are quite sharp,
if irregular. The only indication of proximity to mineralisation
is the presence of alteration in the form of silicification and
sericitisation with minor carbonatisation round the pyrite-zinc
bodies, and chloritisation round the copper lodes. A zoning
pattern related to the sequence of mineralisation can be observed.

The Quemont Mine is essentially similar, with the same
rock types replaced i.e. mainly rhyolitic breccia adjacent to
porphyritic rhyolite, while alteration effects are slightly more
pronounced.

Quemont was discovered in 1945 following extensive
surface mapping, magnetometer surveys and drilling from the
frozen surface of a lake. It seems incredible that it could
lie so close to the Horne mine and not be discovered earlier. In
actual fact exploratory drillholes and drives underground at the
Horne mine passed between some of the Quemont orebodies.

In the surface examination the writer saw representatives
of the rock types including the volcanic breccias, thought by
some to be intraformational, and striking pillow structures in the
andesites.

The Consolidated Zinc geologists in the area selected
an area for drilling based purely on geological reasoning following
3 seasons of detailed mapping. They have been rewarded with prom-
ising mineralisation in the first drillhole and a subsidiary
company, Consolidated Fouge, has been established to mine the
small deposit. The reasoning included stratigraphic knowledge
and recognition of prominent structural breaks on the air photos.
Mineralisation in the area is commonly at the intersection of
these brealrs.

Geochemical work has not been tried properly in the
area and the excuse given is that there is too much contamination
from smelter fumes. Kennco and Selco are working along the
Noranda Val D'Or Belt using geophysical techniques. The aim of
exploration is to locate promising areas during the summer so
that drilling can go on throughout the winter.

Buchan s Newfoundland 

The'Buchans mine situated in the central western portion
of Newfoundland is operated by the American Smelting and Refining
Company and run on similar lines to Mt. Isa. It is served by
road and rail but regular services are very intermittent and
access is difficult. It is 130 miles west of Gander Airport by
road.. The visit was organised and conducted by the Chief Geologist,
Mr. Eric Swanson. George (27) has published some information on
the deposits but it is probably out of date now.

The mine lies in the supposedly Ordovician Buchans
Series which consist mainly of basic volcanics, flows, tuffs and
agglomerates with some intercalated silty sediments. Some gently
dipping Carboniferous sandstones, conglomerates, and shales with
a little limestone also occur in the area. The Buchans Series has
been extensively intruded Fid folded so that the regional strike
is N.E. with dips up to 75 N.W. The larger intrusive masses
include granites and diorites outcropping a few miles to the north
of the mine area while small masses and dykes of aplite, gabbro
and diabase are found in the mine area. Lithologic distribution
suggests deep narrow basin type deposition rather than on a flat
surface.

Mineralisation appears to be confined to one horizon
of volcanic breccias and agglomerates and may be controlled by
small flexures cutting across the main structural trends. The
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extent of replacement appears related to particle size and to
original porosity with fine gained gritty material being most
extensively replaced.

At least four orebodies have been recognised)spread
over a distance of roughly two miles. They are lens shaped and
regarded as replacement bodies. Mineralogy is fairly simple with
pyrite, pyrrhotite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite and galena as the
main constituents. Parts of the deposit show well banded ore but.
it is not known if these are related to sedimentary banding. A
type of wall rock alteration has been recognised and related to
the early stages of mineralisation. It includes development of.
fine pyrite, hematite and barytes with chloritisation and bleach-
ing. This alteration is very variable according to the type of
wall rock encountered. Barytes commonly occurs in the ore and
forms a thick capping in some places. The average grade of the
ore is approximately as follows: greater than 1-2% copper; 8%
lead: and 11-13% zinc.

The diabase dykes could be of either pre ore or post ore
age. The writer favoured the former hypothesis partly because
ore occurs in fractures in the dykes. In addition, in one drive
a faultwhieh Claems a dyke has been complitely sealed by the -ore.
Ho .:?ever both these effects could probably be explained by
remobilization of the ore minerals.

Barytes, quartz, and carbonate occur in veins and are
thought to be later than the ore mineralization.

The agglomerates in the-area are interesting in that
they include granite pebbles as well as volcanic fragments.

Exploration in the area seems rather difficult. Exten-
sive glaciation has moderated the topography producing numerous
lakes and bogs and rounding off outcrops so that they tend to be
covered by soil. Mapping is very difficult owing to lack of
outcrop and the company has resorted in past years to geophysical
techniques and currently to geochemistry. The latter has given
the most encouraging results to date and is being continued.
Favourable areas will be examined using geophysical techniques
prior to drilling. The orebodies at Buchans have already been
extended by drilling and further extensions seem likely.

Yining techniques involve mainly shrinkage stoping
with sub level slushing: and grizzly loading into Granby cars.
Originally an open pit was worked but 4 shafts are now in operation.
The ore is concentrated in Buchans, sent out by rail, and shipped
to the mainland for smelting.

Iron

Only two iron producing areas were visited, namely
Birmingham, Alabama and Wabana, Newfoundland. Both deposits
are of the sedimentary oolitic type occurring in Palaeozoic
sediments.

Birmingham, Alabama 

The Birmingham area is situated in north central
Alabama and represents the more southerly extension of the
Appalachian Palaeozoic rocks.

The tour of the area was, conducted by Mr. Donald
Carnes, Chief Geologist for the Tennessee Coal and Iron Division
of U.S. Steel. The writer was unable to examine the deposits
underground as the visit occurred during the annual vacation of
the Company.
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The iron deposits and stratigraphy of the area have
been adequately described in some old reports (see Butts et al.
(10) and Crane (21)).

The iron deposits at Birmingham are the most extensive
.development of the Clinton iron ores which extend north-east
along the Appalachian chain into New York State. At Birmingham
the company is particularly fortunate in that coal, limestone and
dolomite are also present in the same stratigraphic sequence.

The Birmingham area has a central N.E. trending faulted
anticline with Cambrian limestone and dolomites exposed. To the
west the sediments are flat lying with Pennsylvanian coal measures
at the surface. These make up the extensive Warrior Coal Field.
To the east the complete Palaeozoic sequence ofrom Cambrian to
Pennsylvanian is exposed and dips east at 25 or less. The Cam-
brian and Ordovician formations consist of approximately 5,000'
of limestone, dolomite, cherty dolomite and shale with the car-
bonates most abundant. The Red Mountain iron bearing formation
of Silurian age Overlies these conformably. It varies from 250
to 500 feet in thickness and is made up of sandstone, shales, and
oolitic iron ore. Some of the beds are calcareous and fossiliferous.
One thin iron bed, approximately two feet thick and crowded with
the brachiopod Pentamerus oblongus occurs within 15 feet of the
top of the main iron bed and is a persistent marker throughout the
area.

The Red Mountain formation is overlain by 2-4,000 feet
of Devonian and Carboniferous sediments. These are mainly shales
with lesser sandstones, cherts and limestones and are followed by
the Pennsylvanian coal measures forming the Cahaba Coal Field some
5 miles east of the ridge formed by the outcrop of the iron ore.
Farther east the Palaeozoics outcrop on the east limb of the
syncline but here they have been subjected to more intense folding,
intrusion and erosion. The erosion of the iron beds in this area
and south of Birmingham is thought to have provided the iron form-
ing the limonitic brown ore which occurs as a fossil deposit on
the unconformity where flat Cretaceous and Tertiary kaolinitic
sand rests on Cambrian limestones, e.g. at Woodstock, 25 miles
south of Birmingham, and elsewhere around the Mesozoic erosion
surface in the area.

South of Birmingham the Red Mountain Formation swings
round the nose of a central anticline, and strikes north-east
dipping west. However in this area, although only 6-7 miles from
the workable deposits at Birmingham, the lithologies are no longer
strictly comparable and iron beds are of too low a grade to be
mined. The explanation of this seems to be that the central
Birmingham ridge was forming during sedimentation and may have
produced separate basins. Directly west of Birmingham, in the
Warrior coal field area economic iron deposits have been proved
at depth.

In the main Birmingham area the Red Mountain Formation
contains 4 iron beds but only the thickest is being worked at pre-
sent. The lowest iron bed, the Irondale seam, rests on a thin
bentonite clay bed. It varies in thickness from 2-8' and was
mined as soft iron ore at the surface in the early days. - However
in depth it is found to be too siliceous for present requirements.

The main bed known as the 'Big Seam' extends laterally
for more than 20 miles and varies in thickness from 16-32 feet.
Usually less than 12' of this is of sufficient grade to warrant.
mining. It is separated from the Irondale seam by about 30 feet
of sandstones, shales and thin conglomerates. In places the seam
is split centrally by a thin sandy shale band. The minerals are
mainly hematite and chamosite oolites, with some calcium and
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magnesium carbonates. Percolating waters leach the carbonates
from the hard ore down the dip and gradually a soft ore results,
This is highly sought after because it is higher in iron content
although it lacks the slight self fluxing properties of the hard
ore. The average grade of the main ore zone is 39% iron, 11%
silica and 16% lime.

Two other thin seams occur above the 'Big Seam'. One
of these, about 100 feet higher in the sequence, is too sandy
to work at present but is regarded as a probable source of ore
for the future.

Sedimentary structures are common in the iron beds, e.g.
current bedding, intraformational conglomerates with ironstone
pebbles, and graded bedding.

The brown ore mentioned earlier comes from the zone of
the unconformity above the Palaeozoic. The overlying rocks are
Cretaceous and Tertiary continental conglomerates, sandstones
and shales. The brown ore is essentially a limonitic fossil land
surface deposit, assaying 50% iron and 13% silica, and requires
washing to remove clay, sand and gravel. It occurs in irregular
masses on or near the unconformity and commonly in old stream
troughs and karst holes in the Cambrian limestone and dolomite
surface.

Fluxing materials are mined in surface quarries in the
Keytona dolomite (Upper Cambrian), Chickamunga limestone (Ordovician)
and Warsaw limestone (Mississippian). Other potential sources
also exist, e.g. in the Cambrian Keytona beds which are particularly
well exposed along the Birmingham valley in the core of the anti-
cline.

Coal g The coals occur in the Pennsylvanian Pottsville
formation which unconformably overlies the Mississippian beds. At
the base of the Pottsville the Millstone Grit (sandstone) occurs
and ranges in thickness from 200-600'. There are at least 3 work-
able coal seams in each of the 3 coal basins in the area and
abundant quantities of coal for domestic, steam and gas purposes
come from the Cahaba field while most of the coking coal is taken
from the Warrior field where the volatile content is lower.

Exploration in the area is mainly concerned with
extending known reserves and takes the form of •mapping and dril-
ling.

Owing to the shutdown period none of the mining methods
in use could be observed except the open cutting of the brown ore
in the Woodstock area (brown ore). (Here huge draglines are used
in conjunction with Euclid trucks.) Along the Big Seam, inclined
adits extend down dip and room and pillar mining is carried out at
a safe depth below sulTace. Several of these adits exist along
the strike ridge and a railway runs along the edge of the ridge so
that ore is loaded into hoppers and then to railway trucks almost
immediately it is brought to the surface.

Wabana Newfoundland 

The Wabana iron deposit outcrops along the northern
edge of Bell Island in Conception Bay approximately 15 miles N.N.W.
o; St. Johns. The beds dip north beneath Conception Bay at about
9 and most of the workings are below the sea bed. The deposit has
been worked since the early 1900's mainly by the Dominion Iron &
Steel Corporation and this company owns virtually everything on the
island. Conditions are rather primitive and the rundown nature of
the operation is reputed to be due to earlier mismar)tement and a
firm attempt is being made at present to bring the operation back
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on to a competitive basis. During the visit the writer was the
guest of the Dominion Iron & Steel Corporation and the visit was
conducted by the Chief Geologist, Mr. Ken Donald.

Little has been published on the area but the early
papers by Hayes (36-38) appear to be quite good descriptions.

The deposits consist of three iron beds in A series of
Ordovician shales with alternating sandy bands. Some thin con-
glomerate beds also occur and the most important, just above the
main bed, is rich in pyrite. The beds dip gently north and no
minor folding has been detected so that variations in the bedding
angle appear to be mainly sedimentary features. Faultng is also
slight and comprises movement along N.E. and N.W. joints; move-
ments tend to die out quickly along the strike and seldom exceed
100' displacement. All faulting is regarded as tensional adjust-
ment.

In general the deposits and enclosing rocks are very
similar to those of the Upper Proterozoic in the Constance Range
area of North-west Queensland. There is no counterpart of the
pebbly pyritic bed at Constance Range nor is there a lack of sider-
ite at Constance Range. The Wabana beds are fossiliferous contain-
ing trilobites, primitive brachiopods, and sponge like creatures,
possibly algae. The sediments contain many indications of shallow
water deposition, including ripple marks, current bedding, scour
channels, rain pits, mud cracks, and rapid alternations of shaly
silts and sands. The oolitic nature of the iron beds also is
generally regarded as indicative of shallow water deposition.

Three iron beds are mined; the most important of
which is the lower bed, which is also the thickest. The lower,
middle and upper beds are separated by 235 and 65 feet of sedi-
ments respectively and the two upper beds are both less than 10'
in thickness. The lower bed sometimes thickens to 30' but
averages about 20 ft.; it is commonly divided centrally by a
waste band and the mineable thickness in each half is usually
less than 10'. Thin shale bands are common in the ore and are
in places sufficiently numerous to render the ore uneconomic.
The ore is made up mainly of hematiticand chamositic oolites
commonly with minute siliceous cores. Siderite is common only
in the upper bed where mining has proved difficult owing to the
presence of hydrogen sulphide gas and the thinness of the bed.

Some 10 feet above the lower bed an important marker
known as the pyritic conglomerate occurs. The pyrite is very
dense and occupies a zone less than 18 inches thick; it is
thought to be sedimentary in origin.

The minimum grade for shipping ore is set at 48% iron
and 13.75% silica while the normal export ore contains about 50%
irOn and 11% silica; earlier work removed much of the high grade
ore and in recent years difficulties in maintaining the grade have
occurred.

Most of the surface ore has been removed and current
mining is mainly underground; the daily production is around
10,000 tons. The main incline parallels the dip and is 12,000 feet
long, most of it being beneath Conception Bay. It is used for men,
supplies and ore haulage and the ore comes up on 36 inch conveyor
belts running alongside the rail drag. Mining is by the room and
pillar method with diesel vehicles, drillmobiles, joy loaders and
bulldozers, in use to move ore to loading points where it is
slushed into Granby cars or onto conveyors to transport it to
the underground 800 ton ore hopper at the base of the main incline.
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On the surface the ore is beneficiated using a heavy
media ferrosilite separation process and then transported^miles
across the island on a conveyor belt to the loading pier. The
ore is stockpiled or loaded directly into ships at the pier and
shipped to Germany, England, Nova Scotia or the U.S.A.

Exploration at the mine is all underground by drilling
ahead of the workings. The Chief Geologist, Ken Donald, has
developed a technique for deflecting the drillholes. They are
drilled out at a slight angle above the dip and deflected back
into the ore bed at any desired point. Cores are obtained along
the hole except where the deflection takes place. The method is
slow and costly but seems to be the only practical method avail-
able.

Uranium

Uranium deposits visited included the Colorado Plateau
type south of Grand Junction, Colorado, and at Ambrosia Lake,
near Grants, New Mexico; occurrence in the Gas Hills, Wyoming;
the Blind River Deposits centred on Elliot,Lake Ontario; and the
pegmatitic deposits in the Grenville series near Bancroft, Ontario.
All types except the Bancroft type are of the controversial,
possibly sedimentary type, occurring as conformable bodies in un-
metamorphosed sediments ranging from Precambrian to Tertiary in
age.

The U.S.A.E.C. offered to pack and ship specimens of
their deposits collected during the visits. Numerous specimens
were collected in the Grand Junction and Ambrosia Lake areas but
specimens of the deposits in the Gas Hills were too poorly con-
solidated to be transported. A few specimens were also sent from
the Blind River area. Some specimens from the Bancroft area
have been retained for use in research.

The conformable deposits in the Western United States
have two unusual associations. They commonly occur in petroleum
producing areas and even m-)re commonly, occur within Indian Reser-
vations. The deposits generally occur in rather desolate areas
which explains why they coincide with Indian reservations. The
Indians were pushed back into the less attractive parts of the
country and are only now getting some benefit from these areas in
the form of royalties. The nature of the sedimentary sequences
in which the uranium is found partly explains the association with
oil.

Colorade Plateau - Uranium22posits

The Colorado Plateau uranium deposits are spread over
a huge area taking in parts of Colorado, Utah, Arizona and New
Mexico. The writer visited two areas only and the following is
a resume of the deposits generally, with more detailed notes on
the areas visited.

•^Many workers have published data on the deposits,
particularly in the U.S. Geological Survey, and, a wealth of
information is available in the U.S.G.S. Professional Paper No. 300
which was prepared as a summary of uranium in the U.S.A. for the
1956 United Nations conference on the peaceful uses of Atomic
Energy.

The Colorado Plateau area is regarded as having been
relatively stable since Precambrian times, resulting in a cover
of almost flat-lying sediments. Slight folding and faulting is
probably mainly related to regional doming and intrusive activity
during the Laramide revolution at the end of the Mesozoic era.
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During the Palaeozoic detrital sediments, limestones
and evaporites were laid down in shallow scattered basins. The
total thickness seldom exceeds a few thousand feet and is usually
much less. The evaporites are encountered mainly towards the
top of the Palaeozoic, particularly in the Permian where they
are associated with red beds. Following burial under the Mesozoic
sediments accompanied by slight warping, salt tended to migrate
upwards e.g. in the Uncomphagre uplift belt south-west of Grand
Junction it moved into long narrow north-west trending axes form-
ing the cores of anticlines. The folds are probably due in part
to the movement of the evaporite deposits. Oil has been found
associated with these chemical sediments in some parts of the
Plateau, and small occurrences of uranium and copper are known in
the Permian red bed sequence (Cutler Formation).

Sedimentation seems to have increased somewhat during
the Triassic and Jurassic and a pebbly sandstone-shale sequence
was deposited. Two environments are recognised, the dominant one
being flood plain or deltaic type sedimentation having abundant
evidence of shallow continental conditions e.g. scour channels,
plentiful fossil wood and numerous minor disconformities and un-
conformities. The other major environmental type is the eolian
sandstone type e.g. Entrada and Windgate sandstones both 300 feet
or more in thickness and persistent over a very wide area. The
latter are generally very clean, massive sandstones in contrast
to the other types, and show large-scale cross bedding.

The flood plain type sedimentation continued to the mid-
Cretaceous when the area must have sunk eveh lower allowing the
marine incursions which deposited the Mancos Shale. Both marine
and continental sediments are recognised after this change.

At the close of the Cretaceous or in early Tertiary
times the Laramide orogeny induced slight warping and faulting
throughout the Plateau area and was accompanied by some intermediate
and basic laccolithic intrusions. Some of these are laid bare to-
day and form the high peaks throughout the area, e.g. the La Sal
and San Juan Mountains. Further, some volcanics were extruded
around the margins of the plateau during or after the orogeny and
vulcanism seems to have continued up to fairly recent times in
some areas.

The uranium-vanadium-copper mineralisation has been
detected in all layers of the continental Mesozoic sediments but
economic deposits discovered so far have been confined to 5 hor-
izons. These are, the Shinarump Member of the Chinle Formation
of Upper Triassic age, and the Todilto Limestone, Saltwash Member,
and Morrison Formation of Upper Jurassic age. Most of the ore
occurs in scour zones and pebbly lenses in the porous continental
sandstones, with much less in the eolian Entrada sandstone, and
even less in the Todilto limestone. Generally the deposits are
associated with zones rich in carbonaceous trash, i.e. scour zones,
etc., and fossil logs are common. The famous petrified forest
National Monument in Arizona is actually a part of the Chinle
Formation.

The Shinarump Member, basal member of the Chinle For-
mation, rests unconformably on the Lower Triassic Moenkopi for-
mation; it has, in some places, been removed by erosion, e.g.
Big IndianWash area, near La Sal, S.E. Utah. It is a light pink
to fawn coloured conglomeratic sandstone, usually 50-75 feet
thick, and contains numerous fossil logs and abundant carbonaceous
trash. The ore deposits are mainly in pebbly, sandy channels cut
in underlying sediments. The Member is most prominent in the
S.W. portion of the Plateau.

The Chinle Formation extends all over the Plateau and
usually exceeds 300' in thickness. It comprises red and grey
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shales and silts with light coloured sandstones and a few small
limestone lenses.^Floodplain conditions are evident with channels
and carbonaceous trash a characteristic feature.^Most of the
uranium occurs inoonglomeratic sandy beds but some is also known
in impervious shale bands.^Uranium is not normally abundant where
the Chinle overlies the Shinarump Member but where the latter is
absent the next lowest member of the Chinle, the Moss Back Sandstone,
is usually mineralised by the Big Indian Wash area.^In general
economic mineralisation in the Chinle is seldom more than 50' above
the top of the Moenkopi Formation,

The Todilto Limestone is a part of the Summerville sandy
shaley formation and seldom exceeds 20 feet in thickness. It is
a dark limestone varying from massive to thin-bedded.^Some layers
seem to be more disturbed than the rest of the limestone and these
are usually the most richly mineralised.^The member is quite .
dense and clean containing little or no carbonaceous matter.^It
is found mainly around the southern fringe of the Plateau, e.g.
Grants - Gallup area, New Mexico.

The
50-100 feet
westward to
extends west
shale band.
is particula

Entrada sandstone is a fine-grained, clean sandstone,
thick in the eastern section of the Plateau, thickening
1,000'; it becomes divided into two layers as it
owing to the development of a central thin reddish
It is generally accepted to be of eolian origin. It

rly rich in vanadium.

The Morrison Formation also extends over most of the
Plateau, attaining a thickness of 600-900 feet.^It is sub-divided
into four members which are fully developed in different parts of
the Plateau.

. The Salt Wash Member is an important producer in the
Uravan area south of Grand Junction.^It is best developed in
the north central part of the Plateau where it comprises 250' of
interbedded sandstones and mudstones.^The beds are irregular
and commonly lenticular, and fossil wood is abundant.^The ore
occurs mainly in the upper sandstones which are slightly thicker,
and produces bleaching and colour changes in the sediments, e.g.
reddish sediments are changed to light yellowish brown if sandy,
and grey if more shaley.

The Recapture and Westwater Canyon Members are strati-
graphically equivalent to the Salt Wash Member and occur mainly
around the south and west central portion of the Plateau.^The
Recapture Member becomes dominant to the west.^Both are similar
to the Saltwash, comprising sandstones and variegated shales
usually about 200' thick.^The Recapture Member tends to be
more shaley than the others.

The Brushy Basin Member forms the upper unit of the
Morrison Formation and averages 300-400 feet in thickness.^The
sediments are finer than those of the underlying units, with varie-
gated muds and silts dominant over thin limestones, and fewer but
thicker conglomeratic sandstone lenses.^Fossil wood is common
and the sediments typify the flood plain environment.

Overlying the Morrison Formation is the Cretaceous
Dakota Sandstone and Cedar Mountain. Formation.^These are dominantly
reddish sandstones of the Chinle type and contain minor uranium
mineralisation.

The uranium-vanadium occurrences have been subdivided
into four types of which the first is the most abundant. Briefly
these types are (refer Fischer, 25):
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1. Sandstone-muds-bone type, including interbedded sandstones
and muds-bones as well as sandstones with mudstone fragments
and pebbles, and organic trash, e.g. Ilinarump, Chinle,
and Morrison.

2. Mudstone, silts-bone and argillaceous sandstone type;
similar to (1) but more argillaceous, e.g. parts of the
Chinle and some Dakota.

3. Eolian sandstone types - economic only in the Entrada
on the eastern edge of the Plateau.

4. Limestone type - e.g. the Todilto Limestone and Permian
Hermona unit.

Fischer (25) also classifies the deposits on the basis
of the uranium, vanadium and copper contents, and found some
relation between this and the above classification, e.g. the
Eolian type^is particularly rich in vanadium.

The mineralogy of the deposits is difficult owing to the
fine-grained nature of the ores.^In the primary zone uranium and
vanadium occur as low valent oxides.^Oxidation causes the oxide
to change to higher valency states but no appreciable migration
or enrichment has been observed.^Pyrite and manganese oxides and
sulphides are commonly associated with the ore in appreciable
amounts, while smaller amounts of selenium, arsenic, lead,
molybdenum, chromium, cobalt and nickel are also known. Weeks and
Thompson (96) have described the mineralogy in detail. The
minerals generally occupy pores in the sandstone but replacement
of sand grains and, more particularly, wood and carbonaceous
matter, is well known.

The ore bodies generally parallel and lie within the
bedding, commonly being confined to scour channel sediments or
particular lenses.^The only notable occurrences where the ore
cuts across the bedding are in the roll structures in which the
ore forms an arcuate "front" across the bedding. These structures
are thought to be due to precipitation along the interface of two
solutions of differing compositions.

The ore bodies are generally clustered together in groups
throughout the Plateau.^The many geologists studying the deposits
agree that this distribution pattern is due to optimum conditions
of stratigraphy and lithology.

Uravan Mineral Belt:^The visit to the Uravan and Big
Indianr.:ineral belts, some 50 miles south of Grand Junction, was
conducted by personnel of the U.S. A.E.C. field headquarters
(Western States) from Grand Junction. A two day car tour was made
through the area studying the formation at the surface and
underground at several of the mines.

The Uravan belt lies within the Paradox salt basin
comprising a series of north-north-west trending salt anticlines.
Collapse along these structures has produced a number of step
faults while erosion along the cores has given rise to numerous
steep-walled valleys. The doming appears to have existed in
Mesozoic times and to have had an effect on the Mesozoic drainage
pattern, creating the many stream channels and minor unconformities
in the area. Mineralisation is associated with the unconformities
but not with the faulting.

Most of the ore comes from channel sandstone lenses in
the "upper rim" sandstone of the Saltwash Member, which comprises
interfingering sandstone lenses and mudstone seams. The favourable
host rocks are white to tan in colour, fine grained, well sorted
and more than 40 ft. thick. They contain abundant carbonaceous
material including fossil logs, and are underlain by at least
3 feet of grey-green mudstone.
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Ore bodies lie in long narrow clusters transverse to
the mineral belt and structure and are believed to represent
meander belts of large streams.

Uranium ore averages about 0.035% U Or, and the richest
3 ore is usually found in roll structures cross-c tting the bedding.

Principal ore minerals are uraninite, coffinite, and montroseite
usually replacing the original cement sand grains, and woody .
material. Carbonates, barytes and sulphides are common gangue
minerals. Oxidation minerals including carnotite, corvusite,
and tyuyamunite are also common and led to the original discovery.
The average uranium to vanadium ratio is 1:5 but it is very variable.
Most ores are in radioactive equilibrium allowing wide use of .
electronic counters in development and mining work.

The Paradox D and Mineral Joe Incline mines were visited.
The former is a deep deposit (600') reached by vertical shaft,
and the latter a shallower deposit . worked from an inclined adit
down the dip of the favourable zone. The room and pillar method
is used in mining and precautions are necessary because of the
"flaking" properties of the soft sandstones and shales in the
hanging wall and backs of development drives. Standard rail
equipment is used in both mines. Production rates for the many
mines in the area vary from 30-300 tons per day.

Exploration is mainly by drilling with core and gamma
ray logging. Over 5,000,000 feet of drilling has been done in
the area since 1945, at least half by the A.E.C. Close spaced
drilling grids are necessary to outline the very variable deposits.

Big Indian aiM: This area lies adjacent to the Uravan
Mineral Belt in a similar geological setting of salt cored north-
north-west trending anticlines, lying on the western flank of the
Lisbon Valley anticline. It is situated south of the village of
La Sal in S.E. Utah some 60 miles south-south-west of Grand
Junction, and lies near the base of the laccolithic remnant La Sal
Mountains.

The district typifies the bedded sandstone type.orebodies
of large tonnage and relatively high grade, the host rock being
the MossBack Member of the Chinle formation. The latter rests
unconformably on Permian sediments, and the Triassic Moenkopi
formation which normally underlies the Chinle pinches out further
west down the slope from off the anticlinal crest.

The host rock is fine to coarse grained; light coloured
sandstone containing carbonaceous material, mud balls and from
10-20% of calcite cement. It usually occurs close to the Chinle-
Cutler contact over a sugar sandstone occurring in the latter. The
principal ore minerals are uraninite, montroseite and vanadium
hydromica with appreciable pyrite and chalcopyrite. The main oxida-
tion products include tyuyamunite, corvusite, and pascoite, and these
are sometimes developed on joint surfaces. The uranium-vanadium
ratio is approximately 1:2 but vanadium becomes insignificant to-,
wards the north end. Deposits totalling approximately 5,500,000 tons
have been located and the average grade is 0.04% TOR. Here the
ore occurs in a 1-3 foot band of arkose. The averdlI ore thickness
for the district varies from 1-40 feet. The radioactive equilibrium
in this area is generally good.

The writer visited the Mivida and Radon mines in this
area as well as the open pit workings of the Rattl.esnake mine.
Room and pillar and long wall retreat methods were seen in the
area and both rail and trackless equipment are in use.

Panel mining is also in use in the district. Mining
costs are reported to be the lowest for underground mining on the
plateau i ranging from $5.50 to $10.00 per ton. Daily production
ranges Trom 200-500 tons per mine.
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Exploration is carried out by drilling and over
2,000,000 ft. has been done to date.^Exploratory holes are
usually not cored but gamma ray logs are taken.^Offset holes
may be drilled and cored for assays where ore zones have been
located.^Drilling costs average $2 per foot for holes less than
500' deep.

Yellowcat District:^This district was visited very
briefly while returning to Grand Junction.^It is situated north
of the Arches National Monumnt some 20 miles west-south-west of
Cisco, S.E. Utah, and is more of the nature of a gouger's area
than a big producer's district.^The visit was mainly to observe
the oxidation effects.

The ore deposits occur in a , coarse brown pebbly sandstone,
probably equivalent to the Saltwash Member, and are rich in fossil
wood and vertebrate bones. Bones and wood can be seen being
replaced by carnotite in the surface pits.^Specimens were
collected.

The selenium indicator plant, astragulia4 was also
observed in this area. (refer Cannon & Kleinhampl, 15),

Ambrosia Lake District: Here the writer was the guest
of a U.S.G.S. field party under Mr. H.C. Granger, studying the
mineralisation in the area.^Some time was spent examining the
stratigraphy and field occurrences while the deposits were observed
underground at 3 mines operated by the Phillips Petroleum Company,
Homes-take Company, and Hecla Calermat Cowany.

The deposits are a part of a mineralised belt in the
Morrison Formation and Todilto Limestone.^The belt runs west-
north-west across New Mexico from about 40 miles west of
Alberquerque to the border with Arizona, north -west of Gallup.
The Ambrosia Lake District is located 9 miles north-west of Grants.
The Morrison Formation around Grants dips gently northward at less
than five degrees into the San Juan Basin and is overlain in part
by Tertiary volcanics (flows and tuffs) derived from the
Mt. Taylor volcanic plug, to the north-east.^The Wentwater
Canyon Member is the most important ore horizon in the Ambrosia
Lake District.^The mineralised lower portion is locally referred
to as the Poison Canyon Sandstone but this is not a recognised
stratigraphic name.

The host rock for the ore is dominantly of cosrse arkosic
sandstones alternating with fine sandstones and more 'rarely,
mudstones. Mud balls and carbonaceous material incluading
fossil logs are common.^The ore generally shows up underground
as a black or yellowish black stain or band, with diffuse edges,
generally parallel to bedding except for numerous richly mineral-
ised "roll" structures, which cut across normal flat bedOP:ing.
It is commonly located in a coarse sandstone between minorr
unconformities and diastems marked by muds-tone or fine sanerstone
and abundant organic matter.^In some places the ore can be
seen paralleling the bedding in a cross-bedded structure and
cutting out where the top of the minor structure has been eroded
off and capped with the usual layer of fine mud and organic trash.
Unlike the deposits in the Uravan and Big Indian areas, fossil
wood is not replaced internally by uranium and vanadium but
seems to effect concentration of the ore just outside its edges.
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The main ore minerals are uraninite, and coffinite.while
oxidation products include tyuyamunite and andersonite.^The
abundance of tyuyamunite rather than carnotite is thought to be due
to the high calcium content of the sediments in the area.

The black colour of the mineralised rock is due to the
uranium and vanadium minerals as well as carbonaceous material,
molybdenum and selenium. Molybdenum has been found in slivers
on fault planes indicating its presence prier to the final
movement on the planes.^Selenium occurs as a pinkish bloom
(secondary) and as minute black crystal crusts on joint planes.
Minute crystals of radonbarytes giving extraordinarily high alpha
counts are also found on joint planes.

The average grade of the ore is low' ranging from 0.01 -
0.05% U308.^The radioactive equilibrium is very variable and
chemical assays are necessary to check the electronic measurements.

The ore bodies trend east-west and are generally
lenticular)lensing out quickly to the north and south.^They are
thought to occupy sandstone lenses in old stream beds and this
may explain the en echelon pattern along the belt.^The lenses
occur at different levels as well as different lateral positions
and some workers claim ore-bodies are joined by "roll" structures;
however, there does not appear to be any conclusive evidence for
this.^The ore appears to be localised entirely by sedimentary
features and small scale faulting in the area shows no relation to
the mineralisation.^In the Phillips Mine the writer saw a
minor fault displacing mineralised beds some two inches while
other thin ore beds two feet lower were not affected, although the
two inch displacement was evident in beds below the undisturbed
ore.

Mining in the area is generally at less than 1000 feet
depth and daily production of individual mines usually exceeds 500
tons.^The room and pillar method is most commonly used in
conjunction with trackless equipment.^Most of the mining
operations are below the water table and are very wet; personnel
need to wear thigh waders in some parts.^Mining costs are high
partly because the ore must be dried before treatment - some mines
run costs as high as $40 per ton.^Considerable danger exists
under ground from the tendency of walls and backs to slab off,
particularly along shaley partings.^The accident rate in the
area has been quite high.

The occurrence in the Todilto limestone in the Ambrosia
Lake area is relatively minor and workings at the time of the
visit comprised shallow pits at the outcrop and one 300' shaft.
The Todilto limestone is approximately 40' thick although only
the upper 20' contains disseminated mineralisation. It is more
massive l blockYi &hetoroganeous than the lower 20' which is very
dense and well bedded.

Exploration in the area is now mainly confined to
drilling, with core and gamma log assaying.^Indicator plants
and surface bleaching were useful guides during earlier e
exploration phases.

Gas Hills and Crooks Gap Areas, Wyoming

These areas, situated approximately 70 miles west and
*4;st-south-west respectively of Casper were seen during the
writer's visit to the Casper branch of the U.S.A.E.C.^They
are both relatively new producing areas (post 1954) and are not
well described in the literature as yet.^Brief references are
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available in the U.S.G.S. Professional Paper 300 - see Vine (93)
and Grutt (28). The deposits examined appear to be represent-
ative of the Tertiary type occurring adjacent to and in the state
of Wyoming.

Broadly the geological setting is as follows. Thin gently
folded Palaeozoic or Mesozoic sediments are draped over the
Precambrian granitic gneissic terrain of the Sweetwater Complex
which projects through in places.^The Eocene-Miocene Wind River
Formation rests unconformably on the Mesozoic and in the mineralised
areas dips gently south off tie Gas Hills anticline.^Most of the
yoUnger sediments have been removed by erodion - including a
covering of volcanics, mainly tuffs, derived from the Tertiary
volcanoes which now stand as the Wind Ritrcr IirthaV a:gm' Teton Pange.

The upper part of the Wind River Formation is the main
producing horizon.^It comprises conglomerates, arkosic sandstones,
grits, carbonaceous shales, mUdstones, and thin lignite beds. It
is generally much coarser and thicker than the lower portion of
the Wind River T'ormation which has mainly mudstones and claystones
and thin redbeds;

Sedimentary features in the upper portion of the Wind
River Formation, such as torrential cross bedding, wood fragments,
and mud ballsfindicate rapid deposition in a continental environ-
ment similar to that of the Triassic and Jurassic on the Colorado
Plateau.^However the Tertiary sediments today are more poorly
consolidated and more friable than their Mesozoic counterparts.
Further evidence for the similarity of environments exists in the
presence of the Morrison Formation in the area although it is
much thinner than on the Colorado Plateau, and, as yet, has not
been found to contain uranium^The Tertiary vulcanism is another
point in common.^The thickness of the Tertiary sequence is not
known but it is doubtful if it would exceed 2 1000 feet.

The ore occurs in bodies of very irregular shape and
size.^The maximum length seldom exceeds 25 fs^while a width
of over 10 ft. is exceptional.^However several small orebodies
are usually clustered together or occur in sequential layers.
The most prominant host rock is a coarse,porous,arkosj.Qvpebbly
sandstone, occurring as lenses and channel fill, but important ore
is also mined from the mudstone and lignites; the prcesence of
organic matter generally is associated with increased concentratiom
of uranium.

The main ore minerals are coffinite and uraninite
disseminated through the host rock so finely that minepralisation
is not usually apparent to the naked eye.^Pyrite is a common
associate and where oxidised stains the rock.^Ore is detected
using electronic counters but chemical assays are verw necessary
because the radioactive equilibrium is seldom good.

Most of the deposits worked so far have been within
100 feet of the surface and secondary minerals are quite important.
Of these uranophane, autunite, carnotite and tyuyamunite are
probably most common and sometimes form the main source of ore.
Limonite and jarosite are also associated. The average grade
of ore is around 0.04% U308 and the cut off grade is usually 0.02%.
Consequently continuous assaying and checking is very necessary.

The deposits in the Crooks Gap area are much closer to
projections of the Sweetwater 'complex and contain numerous granitic
pebbles and boulders.^When in the ore horizon these have acted as
loci of mineralisation and are usually highly radioactive with a
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rich halo of pyrite and radioactive material.

The origin of the deposits has led to much lively
discussion.^The comparisons are made with the origin of the
Colorado Plateau Deposits which is only to be expected because
of their many similarities.^The magmatic theory has considerable
support and claims that mineralisation is related to the fault
pattern in the area and is most intense where fracturing is
common.^This seems ludicrous when one considers the obvious
porosity of the host rocks which would be available as reservoirs
for hot solutions:^A lateral secretion type theory is also
popular; it considers the deposits were originally disseminated
through the sediments and subsequently concentrated by circulatory
ground waters.^The most novel thesis suggests that the radio-
active minerals were leached out of the overlying volcanics
into their present position.^Considerable support exists for
this theory throughout the Tertiary deposits of Wyoming, Colorado,
and South Dakota and the mechanism has been accepted for some
deposits in coal beds in South Dakota (see Denson & Gill, 22),
The carbonaceous material is thought to have concentrated the
radioactive elements by an ion exchange process.

Mining in . the gently undulating Gas Hills area is
mainly shallow" utilising open pit methods.^The poorly consolidated
beds do not require blasting and stripping is carried out by
direct use of draglines, rippers, bulldozers, and Euclid trucks.
At the time of the visit only one company on the field was sinking
a shaft, to intersect the ore zone downdip at approximately 600'
below the surface.^In the Crook's Gap area 'Nhich is more hilly,
shaft and adit mines with sublevel stoping are necessary.

Exploration and delineation of the near surface orebodies
prior to stripping is done by grid drilling with grid intersections
as close as 20 feet.^Work in the pits is continuously checked with
counters and shallow holes on 10 feet centres are usually drilled
to outline the orebodies during mining.^Cores are assayed
chemically and gamma logs are also made.^Each hole is marked
with a flag according to its grade and continuous geiger checks
are made over the zone as stripping proceeds.^Mined rock is
dumped as wasty marginal ore, and ore.^The marginal ore is
usually tested chemically to eliminate possible errors arising
from the radioactive disequilibriumv

, hich affects the counters.

In underground operations mining is based on information
from surface drill holes supplemented by short holes underground.
The friable nature of the rocks makes collapse a possible danger.

Elliot Lake — Blind River Area (North Shore of Lake Huron)

The Elliot Lake Uranium field otherwise known as the
Blind River or Algoma district, is situated roughly midway between
Sudbury and Sault Ste Marie close to the north shore of Lake Huron.
At least 10 mines were in operation at the time of the visit and
two had been shut down earlier in the year. .

The area is an incredible example of rapid development.
since the initial discovery in 1953 at least 12 mines have been
established, mostly with individual treatment plants.^Sealed
roads through difficult muskeg country have been constructed,
and a modern township housing over 2,500 people has been set up
apart from the minor settlements and trailer camps close to each
mine.

Most of the mines are now administered by the Rio Tinto
Company which acquired controlling interests in the individual
companies, Consolidated Denison is one of the few independent
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units remaining.

The writer's visit included 3 phases viz, underground
inspections at three of the mines Algom Nordic, Laenor, Pronto,
discussions with the geological staff at Quirke and Consolidated
Denison, and inspection of the surface geology with a Rio Tinto
geologist, Dr. R. Heim.^The Rio Tinto Company generously arranged
most of the visits and Dr. Heim accompanied the writer on most of
them.

No comprehensive publication covering the area and ore
deposits has yet been prepared bUt,considerable information is
available in the literature.^Collins (20) has described the general
geology of the area and more recently Roscoe (65, 66) h.:7.s described
the mineralogy of the deposits, and Pountney (61) and Hart et al.
(34) have described the geology and ore deposits very briefly.

The Elliot Lake area has moderate relief and dense
vegetation, with numerous lakes.^Most of the outcrops are low
and well rounded owing to the erosional effects of the Pleistocene
Ice Age.^The basement rocks in the area are PreHuronian green-
stones, schists and granites, the greenstones representing
metamorphosed volcanics and sediments.^The overlying rocks of
Huronian age, the Bruce Series, are Most important in the area;
they were deposited Unconformably on the green schists and have
since been gently folded, and only slightly metamorphosed.^They
comprise mainly siliceous quartzite with many quartz pebble conglom-
erate bands, thin greywackes and argillites and limestones.^The
lowest unit, the Mississagi Quartzite, is the important ore horizon
in the district and varies from 500 - 1500' in thickness. The Bruce
Series is overlain by the Cobalt Series (Gowganda Formation)
of similar lithology and late Huronian age.^The last stage in
the Precambrian history of the area was the intrusion of diabase.
dykes and some granites of Keeweenawan age.^Some thin Palaeozoic
and Pleistocene sediments are also recorded in the area.

The economically important structural feature in the
district is the Quirke Lake Trough striking slightly north-west
of west, with dips of less than 30 ° .^Within the structure the
important feature is the Mississagi Quartzite^c.10:vtItct
which outlines the Quirks Lake synclinal structure and a parallel
gently dipping anticlinal structure to the south.^Sic far all
the uranium deposits have been found in the lower half of the
Mississagi Quartzite, close to the contact with the basement.
All the mines except the Pronto and Algom Pistol lie within the
synclinal structure in the lower zone of the Mississagi.^The
use of this stratigraphic zone is evident when one renlizes the
initial discovery was made at the Pronto mine on the :southern
limb of the E-W anticline paralleling the Quirke Lake Trough.
Subsequent exploration Concentrated on the Mississagi—basement
contact. Mining is now concentrated around the flanks of the
Quirk° Lake trough near the contact because mining censes to be
economic below about 3000, i.e. the central portion cof the trough.

The ore occurs mainly in one or two conglomersatic beds
of distinctive type and individual ore beds seldom excceed 20' in
thickness.^Local workers recognise ore-bearing congaomerates
from certain characteristics such as pyrite content, thigh pebble
density, pebble composition and amount of sericite present.
Locally quartzites and grits associated with the congIlomerates are
mineralised but broadly speaking a lithologic gradation frbm
conglomerate to quartzite is paralleled by a falling off in the
grade of uranium.^The favourable conglomerates are said to occur
within 100' of the base of the Mississagi where it is ; very thick,
or scattered through the sequences where it is thin (less than 750')
as at Quirks, and there is also a suggestion that minpralised beds
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occur in channel scour zones and shallow depressions in the
pre-Huronian surface, formed on areas of softer rocks, such
as echists. The highly mineralieed zones in general trend
West-north-west across the area and while traces of radio-
activity are usually detectable in the vicinity of the lower
Mississagi, actual ore zones are rather narrow and slightly
irregular.

The economic mineralogy of the ore horizons is very
complex as all of the radioactive minerals except the hydrocarbon
thuckolite are too fine to be visible.^The main ore minerals
are said to be brannerite, uraninite, pitchblende and monazite.
Minor amounts of sulnhides other than pyrite are also present.
The average grade of ore for the whole area is around 0.02% u308
but a few hand specimen size pockets of pitchblende at Quirks
assay around 50% U308 •^The radioactive equilibrium is generally
good and geiger counters are used extensiirely in Controlling
mining limits underground.^The deposits are rich in thorium
and low in vanadium in contrast to bedded deposits in the U.S.A.
Quirks Mine has a small plant concentrating thorium.

The Elliot Lake deposits come into the same group as
the Witwatersrand, Colorado Plateau and Gas Hills deposits when
origin is discussed.^Both hydrothermal and.syngenetic theories
are propounded and exploration trends seem to favour the latter
although this may be a matter of convenience.

Mining methods in general use in the district trend
towards the trackless techniques although some mines are reverting
to the standard rail methods and others use a combination of both.
Consolidated Dennison are unique in the area as tney use
conveyor belts for underground haulage, maintaining it is the
most economical method.^Stoping methods are also varied and
depend on the regularity and dip of the orebodies.^Room and
pillar and panel stoping, using scram drives and mill holes to
the main haulage are tho most common.

Exploration is still in progress although the current
suggestion of overproduction givd3little encouragement to the
project.^In the beginning (1950) high geigor counts were
obtained on an outcrop near Pronto but no uranium or thorium was
detected in assays.^Subsequently, in-195, shallow drilling
down dips of the 'hot spots' revealed the ore and the absence at
the surface was explained as surface leaching by groundwaters.
The writer was fortunate enough to see the discovery outcrop.
at Pronto and the only suggestion of mineralisation was the faint
limonitic staining from the oxidation of the pyrite.^This
staining was quite clear where the soil had been scraped off
outcrops but the conglomeratic nature was not particularly evident.
Virgin outcrops in the district are generally darkly stained and
encrusted with moss so that geiger counts must provide the main
°bete any radioactivity.^After the initial staking rush most
exploratory work has involved drilling.^Geochemical sampling
does not seem to have been extensively used.

Tho mines at present are facing a crisis.^Initially
they rushed into production establishing minas and treatment plants
at great expense to meet urgent and lucrative contracts with
the U.S. Government.^Subsequent rich and extensive discoveries
in the U.S.A. and an abundance of uranium indicate that the
contracts may not be renewed after the expiry date in 1952 and
heavy losses may be suffered by some companies in the Elliot Lake
district.^Already the mines have been cut back to their contract
quotas resulting in reduced production and inefficiency.
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Bancroft Area - Ontario 

The area lies roughly 130 miles north-east of Toronto
within the 114-tdambrian Grenville Province.^It has been
glaciated but retains moderate relief and has the usual
combination of numerous lakes and dense vegetation found in mid
and southern Ontario.

Following interest in radium production some mining
was carried out in the 1920-30 period.^Sporadic work continued
until 1953 when an intense staking rush in the district revealed
several occurrences although only two have remained in production
viz. Bicroft Uranium Mine and Faraday Uranium Mines.^The writer
visited both mines and spent some time underground at the former.
The visits were arranged initially by the writer with introduction
from Dr. S.C. Robinson of tLe Geol. Survey of Canada.

A general idea of the geology and ore deposits can be
gleaned from Satterly's paper (68).

The Grenville Series comprise metasediments, mainly
marbles, paragneiss, and amphibolites, intruded by gabbros,
diorites and ultrabasics.^They were subsequently metamorphosed
during the second intrusive phase of nepheline syenites,
syenites and granites t terminating in a dyke phase of granite,
syenite pegmatite, and diabase.^The Grenville metasediments are
generally well banded, bedded, or foliated and can be divided
into two broad groups, marbles and paragneiss amphibolites,
both groups being further subdivided to allow for further changes
such as the formation of skarns and granulites.^This complex
derivation has resulted in a wide variety of rock types and
mineralsl and interested persons are referred to Satter]Is paper
(68) for further details.

Several different types of radioactive occurrence are
recognised in the district but both mines visited were associated
with pegmatites and the paragneiss phase of the Grenville.

The Bicroft mine is situated in a 2000' wide belt of
intruded sillimanite-garnet-biotite anoisses striking N. 10

o

 E
and dipping east at 50 0 . To the west the belt is bounded by a
north trending dipping granite tongue, the Central Lake granite
which is described as an intrusive leucogranite, containing very
little included gneissic material.^To the east the gneissic
belt is overlain by marbles,^The intrusives within the belt
include syenites, granites and their gneissic equivalents, with
pegmatitic derivatives which contain the radioactive elements.
Four types of pegmatites are recognised viz, the yellow-brown
and red sodic granite and syenite pegmatites which are mineralised
and the barren grey albite pegmatites and pale pink microcline
pegmatite.^The mineralised pegmatites appear to have been
emplaced during the middle phase of intrusive activity.^The
intrusives cut across the Sediments at a slight angle to both the
strike and dip.

Satterly (68) recognises five lithologic types of
orebodies which are still used in work at the mine. They are:-

1. Pyroxene syenite pegmatite.
2. Porphyroblastic granite pegmatite (quartz and felspar).
3. Gneissic granite pegmatite.

Pyroxene granite pegmatite.
5. Cataclastic quartz-rich pegmatite.
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The orebodies are sometimes confined to the hanging wall
or footwall of the intrusive but the whole intrusive may contain
disseminated ore.

The ore minerals include uraninite, uranothorite, allanite,
betafite, uranophane and radioactive zircon (cyrtolite).^The
abnormally high concentration of rare earth elements is a common
feature of high temperature ore deposits in the Grenville Series.
Associated minerals include quartz, biotite, hornblende, garnets,
calcite, flucrite, apatite hematite, calcite, pyrrhotite, pyrite,
molybdenite and felspar including peristerite, an iridescent
variety of albite.^The grade of ore is close to 1.0% 11308.

Alteration effects are also visible in the vicinity of the
mineralised pegmatites in the Bicroft Mine.^Lit-par-lit
injections along the boundaries of mineralised pegmatites and
hematisation leading to a reddish colour, particularly in
felspars, are common.

Conventional mining methods are used with normal rail
equipment.^Two shafts are used and ore is mined using open and
sublevel stoping methods.^After coming up the haulage shaft
the ore is stored in hoppers and gradually fed to a classifying
machine and on to the mill via conveyor belts.^The classifying
maching was invented and developed on the spot by the Chief
Geologist and Chief Engineer.^Ore undergoes preliminary
crushing underground and after reaching the surface the fine
fraction is washed out and sent direct to the mill.^The
blocky fraction (less than 9" size) is spread thinly on a conveyor
system and passed into the classifier.^Here the blocks drop down
past an electronic counter beam, and then some 6" lower they
pass compressed air jets.^The counter records the radioactivity
instantaneously and if it is below a certain level the block
is ejected by the compressed air jets.^The machine also ejects
mining trash such as fragments of wood, steel and wire.^The
machine worked particularly well on the Bicroft high-grade ore and
has been 'exhaustively tested by Mary Kathleen personnel on some
15 tons of their own ore.

Exploration in the area at the time of the visit
had practically ceased. Early discoveries followed geological
work by ground parties in conjunction with airborne and ground
scintillometer and magnetometer surveys.^The irregularity of
the deposits greatly precludes drilling until somothiaig definite
has been located.^Surface trenching and stripping has been an
important phase of exploratory activity.

The brief visit to the Faraday Mine showed it was
geologically quite similar to Bicroft.^Entrance to he mine is
by adits and the main shafts are underground.^The g4^ade of ore
is much lower, being approximately 0,1% 11308.^Both -these
deposits are of relatively high grade but they are qtthe
small in terms of tonnage and the scattered arrangement of the
orebodies makes mining difficult and expensive.^The continuous
search for new orebodies to extend reserves is done mainly by
underground drilling and this is very costly owing to the nature
of the country rocks and the irregularity of ore shoots.

Gold - Kerr Addison, Ontario 

Only one gold mina as such was visited during the
tour, viz. Kerr Addison Mine situated 40 miles west of Noranda.
Gold is an important by-product at Noranda and Quemont, and has
been mentioned in the section on copper. The Kerr Addison mine^.
occurs in the famous mining belt extending through Kirkland Lake and
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Noranda beyond Val D'Or with a similar parallel belt in the
Timmins (Porcupine) area.

The visit was arranged while the writer was in
Noranda by personnel at Noranda Mines. Adequate descriptions
of the geology and ore deposits of the area are available in the
literature e.g. Thomson (89) and Kerr Addison (40).

The area has moderately uneven topography with low
hills and valleys covered with dense vegetation and numerous lakes
throughout.^The intense glaciation of the area has left a
rounded topography with some Pleistocene deposits in the valleys.

The Precambrian rocks of the area are typical of the
Canadian Shield area.^The basement rocks of Keewatin age
comprise mainly volcanics, both basic and acid with all types from
flows to tuffs, now altered to greenstones and schists. Pillow
lavas are a common feature and some iron formation is also
reported.^Intrusion of gabbro and diorite and a period of
erosion elapsed before the deposition of the overlying
TimisLaming rocks.^These started with deposition of conglomerates
and interbedded greywackes grading up into finer greywackes,
arkoses, quartzites, slates and some iron formation.^The
remainder of the series comprises volcanics commencing with traclytin
phases and closing with basic lavas, agglomerate and tuffs with
some chlorite and talc schist lenses.^An important period of
intrusive activity occurred at this stage (Algoman) and granites,
syenites and diorites were implaced with numerous dyke offshoots.
An intense alteration of the, basic lavas occurred during this
period and they were replaced by lime, magnesian and iron
carbonates.^Other rock types were affected to a lesser degree.
The period of folding and mineralisation is thought to be
associated with this intrusive and alteration activity and a
marked unconformity now exists above the Algoman rocks.^The
gently dipping Cobalt Series was deposited on this surface. It
includes conglomerates, arkoses, greywackes, quartzites and slates,
and was intruded, along with the underlying rocks,by the final
phase of the Precambrian activity the diabase dykes of
Keeweenawan age, which occur throughout this middle portion of the
Canadian Shield.

The most important structural units in the district .

are the east-west trending strike faults of which the Larder Lake
"Break" is the most important. It is a shear zone approximately
600 feet wide and is a part of the Kirkland Lake-Larder Lake-
Noranda-Malarctic Cadillac "Break".^These faults and shear
zones have commonly been the loci for carbonate alteration and
replacement so that evidence of movement is now largely masked.
The strike faults are most important in relation to
mineralisation.^Other structural features include a system of
cross faults and E.W, trending folds modified by the faulting.

Kerr Addison lies at the pointer of the normally south
dipping Larder Lake "Break" and a small east trending anticlinal
fold.^The latter appears to have folded the break zone under
itself to a N. dipping position.^This movement has also been
affected by underthrusting from the south, at right angles to
the "Break" lying directly below the anticlinal fold.^The
underthrusting displaces the orebodies and is obviously
post-ore.
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Stockworks and vein breccias of white quartz are common
in the carbonate replacement zones filling fractures.^These
quartz veins commonly carry high values of native gold.^The
fracture patterns are thought to be developed by post carbonate
alteration movements such as the development of the anticline
which folds the "Break" zone at Kerr Addison and seem to have
localised mineralisation.^Larger movements along old fault
lines also occurred and resulted in graphitic fault zones e.g.
the Kerr Fault, exerting an important control on the ore.

Apart from ore in the quartz-filled fractures, some
gold occurs with pyrite disseminated in the carbonate, and
concentrated where intrusive dykes cut the carbonate zone.^Gold'
also occurs in brecciated, pyritised and silicified lavas,
particularly andesites.^Trace amounts of chalcopyrite, galena,
sphalerite, scheelite and arsenopyrite, have also been. found.

The main ore bodies are elongated narrow fracture zones
paralleling the strike and pinching out vertically.^Some
exceeded 1200' in length and 50' in width although numerous
small bodies of about 100' length are also mined.^The average
gold values mined are of the order of 0.25 ozs. per ton.

Conventional mining methods were in use with the
main shaft down to 3000 ft. and underground shafts servicing the
workings down to . 6000 ft. Plans to take the workings deeper are
being considered.^Squareset and open stapes seem to be the
main types used for mining.^Conventional rail equipment is used
and the underground workings were remarkably clean, possibly due
to the low proportion of sulphides.

Current exploration manly takes the form of underground
drilling to extend known reserves.

Nickel

sallza7 - Ontario 
The writer's visit to the laboratories of the

International Nickel Company at Sudbury has already been mentioned.
During the three day visit most of the time was spent in the lab.
apart from a field trip taking in the open pits at Inco's
Frood Mine and the rock types of the area.^An underground visit
was rather discouraged by the company geologists and this is
reputed to be company policy.

The Sudbury area is well described in the literature
• and papers by Thomson (90) and Williams (98) are the most
recent, quoting earlier references.^The papers are rather
controversial and put forward new concepts with considerable
supporting evidence so that the geology of the Sudbury area is
one of the more controversial areas of the present time.
Brief descriptions of the geology are also contained in the
Guidebook to the Sudbury area for the 6th Commonwealth Mining and
Metallurgy Congress.

The Sudbury area has the typical Ontario topography
of low rounded hills and ridges, numerous lakes, with dense
vegetation except where the latter has been killed off by
fumes from open hearth smelting during the early history of the
mining operations.^The area has been glaciated and resulting
glacial features and sediments occur throughout the area.

-.„
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The main rocks of the area are all Precambrian comprising
sediments, volcanics, and basic and acid intrusives. Following
Thomson's and William's papers the actual age of the various
formations has been in dou'ot.^The mining ;area is situated
dominantly around the margins of the struc'iural basin known as
the Sudbury Basin.^This unit is roughly 40 miles long and 20
miles wide, trending east-north-east,^The actual rim of the basin
is marked by the nickel irruptive variously regarded as a lopolith,
a sagged sill and a ring dyke and has norite on the lower or outer
portion and micro-pegmatfte in the upper or inner portion: . the
intermediate zone contains a rock transitional in composition
between micropegmatite and norite.^Within the basin, i.e.. above
the irruptive, the rocks are only slightly metamorphosed and
gently dipping, consisting of tuffs, slates and sandstones.
Thomson and Williams have recognised rhyolite "feeder" dykes in
this area.

Below the irruptive the rock types are more varied and
highly metamorphosed.^Intrusives are dominant in this area and
granite and gneiss occupy the whole of the north-western and north-
eastern margins of the irruptive.^Around the southern rim a
complex suite of greens -tones (altered volcanics), greywackes,
argillites, quartzites and conglomerates with intrusive gabbros,
granites and quartz diorites are found.^The Mississagi
Quartzite, with its basal conglomerate kember, the Ramsay Lake
Conglomerate occurs in this area (cf. Elliot Lake).

Early theories on the geological history of the basin
assumed that the nickel irruptive (norite etc.) was intruded
as a sill along a fairly flat, unconformable plane between the
overlying slightly metamorphosed se(L;ments and the more indurated
rocks below.^No worker has ever proved the existence of the
unconformity and it remains speculative. The northern limb of
the nickel irruptive dips south at about 40° while the southern
limb is nearly vertical. This configuration is postulated as a
result of local downwarping.

Thomson (90) & Williams (98) consider that the volcanics
above and below (or outside) the irruptive are contemporaneous
and have been subjected to differing degrees of metamorphism.
They suggest that the area of the irruptive, regarded as the rim
of the basin i was originally a locus of fissure and cone type
volcanic activity resulting in Pelean type domes and glowing
avalanche deposits and an outpouring of some 300 cv:.ic miles of
material which caused subsidence over the magma chamber
(volcano-tectonic subsidence).^Thus the Sudbury Basin is said to
have formed and remained to this day, with modifications by
faulting, intrusion and erosion.^Thomson and Williams go on to
say that the norite-micropegmatite mass was intruded along the
channels of the pre-existing volcanic system and now occupies the
position of the old volcanoes.

Most workers share the views that the mineralising
solutions are either a late phase in the crystallisation of the
norite intrusive or were a separate later injection.^The close
association of the nickel-copper deposits with the base of the
norite mass led subscribers to the sill theory to think
mineralisation was a differentiation process during cooling of
the sill.^However mineralisation in this zone is generally
rather feeble except where other controls have induced higher
concentrations.^These important controls are recognised as:
1.Depressions in the relatively smooth norite footwall;
2. Shearing that roughly coincides with the base of the norite;

. 3. Contact breccias at the base of the norite.
Examples of types 2 and 3 are visible in the open pit workings.

6es
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Orebodies generally occur across the norite contact.
Within the norite the sulphides tend to be disseminated whereas
in the country rock they are more massive and associated with
fragments of rock.^The latter type is referred to as breccia
ore or stringer ore according to its configuration.

The principal ore minerals are fIrrinotite, pentlandite
and chalcopyrite.^Other common minerals include pyrite,
magnetite, nicrolite, gersdorfite, violarite, and graphite with
lesser amounts of native copper, chalcocite, and bornite.^In
polished section the flame structures developed by exsolution
of pentlandite from pyrrhotite are clearly visible and are
particularly characteristic of the Sudbury deposits, just as atoll
structures are characteristic at ht. Isa.

The writer saw nothing of mining operations apart from
the open pit operations which were rather small, bench workings.

The Int. Nickel Company maintains several geologists
studying the area in detail.^In the summer they carry out most
of their field work and geechemical studies while lab, work and
drilling is more intensive during the winter.^The laboratory
staff claimed that they had developed criteria to show whether
similar areas were likely to be productive but the criteria
are withheld as company secrets.^There criteria are reputed to
have helped in the recent discovery of a rich nickel discovery
in Northern Manitoba and are also being used in the Mt. Davey
area in Central Australia.

FIELD METHODS

Throughout the tour very little in the way of new
field techniques was observed.^The outstanding exception to this
is regional geochemical prospecting but this is discussed in the
section on exploration.^The use of equipment such as a truck
mounted spectrograph and Portable X—Ray machines has been
mentioned in the sections on Denver and Ottawa but it seems
unlikely that these will be practical in the scope of the Bureau's
work for some years to come.^If results :re required so
urgently surely the small specimens necessary can be flown
back to Canberra for analysis.

Perhaps more worthwhile is the use of aircraft
discussed during the visit to the Geological Survey of Canada in
Ottawa.^This organisation is making increased use of
helicopters, particularly in widespread regional work.^A paper
on the use of helicopters in geological work is currently
in press and should be appearing as a G.S.C. paper in the near
future.^Another interesting phase of their work was the use
of super Piper CUbs with low pressure baoon tyres for landing
on rough uneven ground.^The high powered engine makes the take off
distance very short.^These aircraft could probably be used
in Australia where tree growth is very sparse, i.e. desert areas
and they have the advantage over helicopters of very low
maintenance costs.

NEW APPARATUS

Various new items of apparatus have been mentioned
throughout the^text and this section is intended to list
the individual items and indicate the sections where they are
described.
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In the discussion on the U.S.G.S. labs. in Denver
three instruments were mentioned.^These are the Vrteland
Direct reading spectroscope for rapid confirmation of
suspected elements in a sample; the ultrasonic generator for
removing clay etc. from fossils and releasing individual
units in a mixed size fraction sediment or crushed rock; and
the truck mounted spectrograph for geochemical exploration work.

The photogeology section in the U.S.G.S. in Washington
uses an impressive array of instruments, mentioned briefly in
the description of that branch.

The -
4ennecott Research Centre in Salt Lake City is

particularly notable for its studies of rock alteration using an
infra red spectrophotometer.^This is a new approach to mineralogy
although the tOol has been used widely in organic chemistry.
It appears to be an ideal method for estimating the constituents
of altered igneous and Sedimentary rocks and fine grained shaley
sediments whether altered or not, and also gives an idea of the
concentration of individual elements.^This is commonly
difficult and time consuming using standard microscopic techniques.

In the Geophysics branch of the Geological Survey of
Canada in Ottawa two new instruments were mentioned.^These
are the AFMAG - audiofrequency magnetometer and a portable
refraction seismograph unit.

Another tool which looks like becoming very important
in exploration is X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy.^This has been
mentioned briefly in the sections on the labs. at Denver, Salt
Lake City, and Ottawa and a good brief description is available
in Economic Geology (see Webber 95).

A very important mineralogic tool which has recently
been developed in ?ranee is the electron probe.^The
International Nickel Company are reputed to have one of these but
it was not mentioned during the writer's visit.^A modified and
improved instrument of this type has recently been described,
(see Melford 56).^The instrument analyses the smoothed
surface of a section by firing a beam of electrons at.it.
If the electrons have enough energy they will produce X-Rays of a
few wavelengths characteristic of the element they are striking.
The strength of this characteristic radiation can be used as a
measure of the number of atoms of the particular (element) in
the area struck by the electron beam, so the method will not
only identify the "target" but will also give its composition.

Since the beam of electrons can be made very fine - as
little as about one thousandth of a millimetre across -
very small regions of a specimen's surface can be analysed in
this way.

The instrument described by Melford gives textural
as well as quantitative compositional data on the surface examined.
It is also arranged so that it can scat the surface.

This instrument seems to have outstanding advantages
for application in mineralogy, mineragraphy and metallurgy and
further development should be watched closely.^The instrument
described is currently available at a post of approx. £16,500 stg.
and delivery is about 9 months after ordering.



If ;my niineragraphic work i s  anticipated i.n the  fu ture  
the  R o i c h ~ r t  type micros cop^ seen a t  thc. In t e rna t iona l  Rickel 
Company's l zbora tor ies  a t  Copper Cl i f f  would be worthy o f  
consideration. 

The use of  I.B.Ti1. punch card system f o r  c lass i fy ing  and 
s to r ing  knowledge i s  a  new trend which i s  i n  use i n  Washington 
and Ottawa. A t  the  Sul l ivan Mine an 1.B.M. machine i s  used 
f o r  ca lcula t ing ore reserves,  

On t h e  niining s ide  t he  uraniwn ore c l a s s i f i e r  
developed a t  Bancroft, Ontario, i s  worth considerat ion f o r  
upgrading ore before it i s  fed t o  the  treatment p lant ,  

ORGANISATION - 
An i n t e r e s t i n g  par t  of t he  tour  vGas . t he  conparison of  the  

s t ruc tu re  of  the  3ureau v ~ i t h  t h a t  cf the  U.S.G.S. and the  GoSeC. 
Obviously t h e  l a t t e r  t w o  organisat ions a r e  very la rge  but the  
Bureau i s  expanding towards t h e i r  s i z e  and can probably gain  a  
l o t  of benef i t  f ron  a  study of t h e i r  organisation. A broad idea 
can be gained from the  descr ip t ion of the  v i s i t s  t o  'Jashington, 
Eenver, and Ottawa, and f ron  the  organisat ion sheet of  t h e  G.S.C. 

The m o s t  s t r i k i n g  di f ference  between the  Bureau and the  
c ther  organisat ions was t he  vast  amount of laboratory and 
t h e c r e t i c a l  work carr ied  cut i n  the  l a t t e r ,  I n  planning any new 
buildings f o r  the  Bureau allowance w i l l  have t o  be made f o r  
exparxion i n t o  t h i s  phase o f  geological work, 

The G. S .  C. has recent ly  ~ o v e d  i n t o  a  nsw building i n  
Ottawa and it o f f c r s  a, very good model f o r  planning f o r  $he fu ture .  
Apparently therc  has only been one other  new building b u i l t  
spec i f i ca l ?y  f o r  a geological survey i n  recent years (thought 
t o  be i n  ~ e i s i n l c i )  and a  study of these  has obvious advantsges 
f o r  the  devclopncnt and expansion of t112 Bureau. 

Bricf nention has been made of  the  cxpl-oratisn techniques 
i n  w e  towards the  end elf each of  the  dascr ip t ions  of t he  mines 
v i s i tod .  Other infomzation i s  contained . in the  sec t ion  deaiing 
with l abora tor ies ,  pa r t i cu l a r ly  Denver, S z l t  Lake Ci ty ,  and Ottawa. 
No s t a r t l i n g  new t e c h i ~ u c s  wero observed but a  genmal  pa t te rn  
of  e x p l o r a t ~ o n  emerges from discussions with t he  l a r g e r  and 
more z f f i c i e n t  explorat ion companies. 

I d c a l l y t h i s  ~ x p l o r a t i o n  pa t te rn  i s  ss follows, F i r s t  
an a rea  i s  geological ly mapped on a  f a i r l y  broad sca le  t o  obtain a  
reasonable p ic ture  o f  the  geology, Any pa r t i cu l a r ly  i n t e r e s t i n g  
areas  arb napped i n  nore d e t a i l  co~i7-io1ily using g rea t ly  enlarged 
airphotos a s  used by some p a r t i e s  i n  t hc  Northern Ter r i to ry  i n  1955, 
Although not i n  general use the  current  t rend f o r  t h e  second stage 
i s  tov~ards regional  geoch~rnical prospecting t o  del ineate  nreas 
of higher background but not spec i f i ca l l y  t o  f i nd  anomalies, Any 
i n t e r e s t i n g  areas  delineated by t h a s c  f i r s t  two s tages  a r e  
subjectad t o  deta i led  geological and geochemical exzxination. 
Anomalous e reas  appzaring out of t h i s  f i r s t  de ta i l ed  examination a r e  
next inves t igated using the more expensive geopliysical techniques. 
A t  t h i s  s tage a considerable amount o f  data i s  a.vailable f o r  
assessment and i f  deened worthwhile t e s t  d r i l l i n g  can be ca r r ied  
out,  



Thus t he  explora t ion  programe becomes r a t h e r  l i k e  an  
i dea l i s ed  army nnnoeuvre where t h e  enemy i s  gradual ly  cornered 
before t h e  f i n a l  co s t l y  a t t a c k  i s  made. The aicl i n  both cases i s  
t o  car ry  out t h e  opera t ion  i n  a  sequence of ascending cos t s  such 
t h a t  t h e  most expensive nethods a r z  used l a s t ,  a f t e r  c a r e fu l  
planning, an6 consequently have t h e  bes t  poss ib le  chance of  beir,g 
successful, This method i s  cu r r en t l y  being appl ied i n  t h e  
Bathurs t ,  New Brunswick a r ea  by some of t h e  b ~ t t e r  organised 
companies, and a l s o  i n  t hc  Buchans, Newfoundland a r ea ,  Most of 
t h e  l a r g e r  U,S. companies a r e  us ing  a programfie s i n i l a r  t o  t h i s .  

The reg iona l  geochemical sampling progrmrile i s  c e r t a i n l y  
t h e  most impressive recent  t r cnd  i n  explora t ion .  It has  been 
described i n  t h c  d iscuss ion  on t h e  geochel>.ical s ec t i ons  i n  Uenver 
and O t t s w a  and more b r i e f l y  i n  t h e  s ec t i on  on Bathurst  and Sackv i l l e ,  
New Brunswick. It i s  a l s o  discussed i n  t h e  s ec t i on  on suggestions.  
Current r e sea rch  i n  t h e  Geochemistry S ~ c t i o n  i n  t he  Royal School of 
l,!lines, London, under D r .  J . S .  Webb i s  a l s o  aimed a t  t h i s  f i e l d ,  
p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n  a r i d  regions i n  Africa.  D r .  Webb i s  anxious 
t o  extend thz  work t o  A u ~ t ~ a l i a ,  H i s  s e c t i on  seems t o  be well  
ahead i n  recognising t h e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  of t h e  method and t h e  r e s u l t s  
w i l l  c e r t a i n l y  be worth watching. 

An interesting genera l  a r t i c l e  was secn i n  an American 
magazine (26) .  It s t a t s d  t h a t  the Russians have approximately 
5000 p a r t i e s  on f i e l d  work each year  and geochcmical prospect ing 
i s  a standard p a r t  of each p a r t y ' s  FrograEme. Extensive use i s  
a l s o  imde cf raobile spectrographs and these  might be necessary i n  
a reas  where ~o~rmun ic s t i ons  a r e  poor. 

Explorat ion i n  Canada genera l ly  i s  i n  a  r a t h e r  ? ecu l i a r  
s t a t e .  A very l a rge  nwiber of small  e x p l o r a t i o ~  companies e x i s t  
and a  g rea t  d22.1 of specula t ion  ensues. It seems t h a t  Canadians 
do t h e i r  gambling on the 'pennyt mining s tocks i n  much t ha  same way 
t h a t  Aust ra l ians  do t h e i r  b e t t i n g  on horses.  Every mining o r  
o i l  town has i t s  Stock Exchange Agent and it i s  qu i t e  normal t o  
f i n d  hcusewives discussing p r i c e  f l u c t u a t i o n s  i n  ~ i n i n g  s tocks.  
This nay be due i n  pa r t  t o  Canadian gambling laws and it i s  
c e r t a i n l y  a very good t h ing  f o r  t h e  mining indus t ry  although a 
l o t  o f  money i s  c l e a r l y  wasted. Any new discovery immediately 
r e s u l t s  i n  a f r a n t i c  s t ak ing  rush so t h a t  a l l  ground wi th in  100 
miles  of t h e  f i n d  i s  q u i c k l y t a k e n u p .  There i s a l s o  a  
considerable t r a d e  i n  l e a s e s  without much exploratory work being 
done. Many of t h e  smaller  conpanies r e l y  on geophysical surveys 
alone and d r i l l i n g  goes on without thought o r  p repars t ion  
commensurate with t h e  expense. 

CONCLUSION AND SUGG.ESTIONS 

The author  has a t t e q t e d  t o  descr ibe  a l l  phases of t h e  
t o u r ,  inc luding work and apparatus i n  l abo ra to r i e s  v i s i t e d ,  and 
aspec t s  of t h e  geology, mining and explora t ion  of a l l  mines v i s i t e d .  
The desc r ip t ions  have been kept  as b r i e f  as possible  and an 
extensive l i s t  of r e fe rences  has been added t o  allow readers  t o  
follow up i tems of pa r t i cu l a r  i n t e r e s t .  

Jvhile not  wishing t o  be preswnptious c e r t a i n  poin ts  
eruerge from t h e  t o u r  which a r e  worthy of cons idera t ion  f o r  
use i n  t h e  Bureau. The f i r s t  of these  dea l s  with 
i n s tmnen t a t i on .  A l i s t  of new in s t ruxen t s  has been included 
and some of t h s se  seem e s s e n t i a l  t o  t h z  Bureau s o  t h a t  it may 
maintain and improve t h e  standard and value of i t s  work. I n  
p a r t i c u l a r  t he  X-ray Fluorescence Spectroscopes, t h e  e l e c t ron  
prolec type appayatus,  and t h e  Inf r a  Red Spectrophot orneter seem 
e s s e n t i a l .  Gther apparatus which could be p ro f i t ab ly  used inc ludes  
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some of the photogeological instruments, viz.Kail Plotter,
Reichert Stereoscopes, •tereometer, and Stereo Slope Comparator;
and the geothermometer, the decrepitometric apparatus seen
at the University of Toronto. The latter instrument is hot
new but is relatively simple and inexpensive and cguld be use-
fully applied in calculating more precisely temperatures en-
suing during metamorphism of various areas as well as crystal-
lisation temperatures of intrusives.

Another feature worthy of consideration is the
advanced training of a member of the Bureau in photogeological
techniques. The knowledge gained could be handed on to the
rest of the staff in short courses during the interfield .

season period. Two institutions offer comprehensive courses
of 6-8 months on this subject, viz. the U.S.G.S. in Washington
and Photogeological Institute at Delft in Holland. Details of
both courses have been sent to Canberra while some details of the
U.S.G.S. course are included in the report on page 12.

A relatively new trend in North America is the use
of I.B.H. machines for computing and processing data. Two
types of cards used in the classification of rocks and ore
specimens and references to them are enclosed with the report.
The machines are also very useful for statistical analysis of
a vast amount of data e.g. on geochemical samples to discover
which of several features associated with their occurrence has
the most profound effect on their composition. The I.B.M.
machines are usually rented out to organisations requiring them
and at least one of the Government Departments in Canberra
should have one, e.g. Statistics. The rental is usually high
and the value of the instruments can only be obtained when they
are kept working. If a central instrument could be set up in
Canberra and used by the various Departments as required it
should greatly increase all round efficiency. The rental charge
could be subdivided among departments according to how often
they used the machine.

Another suggestion concerns the new building to
house the G.S.C. in Ottawa. It has already been suggested
that a visit there would be most profitable to anyone engaged
on planning a new building to house the Bureau, especially if
time can be allowed for faults to become apparent in the Ottawa
building. Possibly, emphasis on the value of Australia's
mineral industry and the consequent need for better quarters
might be helpful in obtaining a new building, as it was in
Ottawa.

There is also the question of employing post-graduate
students for the field season. This is common practice in
the G.S.C. and has been discussed in the section on Ottawa on
page 24. The idea is to give them experience and a chance to
collect material for their post-graduate work. On completion
of the field season they would return to their universities to
.ork up a thesis on what they had done. The advantages in
this system are that it helps to train young geologists and
would probably encourage many of them to join the Bureau on
completion of their studies.

Finally there is the question of exploration for new
ore deposits. The ideal exploration programme has already been
outlined (Pp.65-6) and it states briefly that the ideal sequence
is geological and geochemical work on a broad scale, repeated
in detail over interesting areas, followed by geophysics And
drilling. At present exploration is one of the functions of

•^the Bureau but, in the future, with the expansion of the mining
industry and the setting up of more consulting firms this
privilege may have to be given up as it starts to infringe on
private enterprise. In the meantime everything possible must

••••
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be done to make the exploratory work of the Bureau more effect-
ive. It is not enough to map an area and note the mineral
occurrences; a complete evaluation of the mineral potential
of areas examined is necessary.

If exploration work is to become more effective
certain changes are necessary. Most outstanding among these
is closer co-operation and understanding between the geophysical
and geological Sections. This can only be effected when the
two sections are situated in close proximity to each other,
preferably in the same building. This will allow the personnel
to get to know each other better and useful discussions are
bound to follow.

Next there is the question of geochemistry. The
increasing application of geochemical techniques throughout the
wa:ld cannot be 'overlooked. To date most of the Bureau's work
in this field has been of a highly detailed nature. It is sug-
gested that the work should be expanded to a more regional
scale and that ordinary geological field parties should incor-
porate geochemical work instead of having specific geochemical
field parties. No knowledge of chemistry is required for col-
lecting soil and sediment samples and a geologist probably has
a better idea of where to collect representative samples than
a chemist, although it is mainly a matter of common sense based
on an interpretation of the topographic pattern and the drainage
system.

Consider a party studying an area on a detailed
regional scale. It has an excellent opportunity to obtain a
representative suite of geochemical specimens without much ad-
ditional effort; i.e. the time taken to stop and collect a
sediment sample when crossing a watercourse. Analyses need
not necessarily be carried out in the field. Field assistants
could probably be trained to do all the collecting and handling
of specimens up to the analysis stage. This would give them an
additional interest in the field work and if they showed aptit-
ude at the analytical work they could be employed as permanent
technical assistants. During the summer they could probably
handle all work associated with stores and supplies for the
field season as well as help in the laboratory.

In addition to Chemical testing for a few elements
other analyses could be carried out. Normal spectrographic
analysis is reasonably rapid and reveals almost all of the
elements present. An estimate of their respective concen-
trations can be made by comparison with specially prepared
standards. Zinc is one of the few elements that does not res-
pond well in spectroscopy but it is easily detected by chemical
methods. Most spectrographic practice can be done by a trained
technician under moderate supervision.

Another technique is X-ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy
which is increasing in importance. This offers a rapid method
of analysis of samples for a particular element and the results
can be recorded as a continuous graph (refer Webber, 95).

The results of the geochemical programme would be
presented in map form showing the concentration of various
elements in parts per million throughout the area concerned
(refer Boyle, 5). Depending on the density of the data it
might be feasible to prepare a contour map of element concen-
trations which would indicate anomalous areas worth further
study. In regional work a small anomaly is well worth investig-
ating. The concentration maps would be most useful as trans-
parent overlays which could be superimposed on the appropriate
geological map at the same scale so that the relation between
the geochemical results and the geology is clearly visible.
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The writer has already proposed such a scheme follow-
ing some geochemical work in Cornwall (see Zimmerman, monthly
report for January, 1959).

The advantages of the regional geochemical scheme are
twofold. Firstly a great deal of additional and valuable in-
formation is obtained at little extra cost. Secondly, it offers
a chance to maintain field assistants on a permanent basis.
An additional possibility of the latter statement is that the
field assistants could probably handle all work associated
with stores and equipment, under supervision, thus giving the
geologists more time to devote to the most important aspects
of their work.

So, in conclusion, the writer makes a plea for a
new appraisal of geochemical prospecting techniques and leaves
the thought originated by Hutton: "Ye shall not judge the great
operations of the Mineral kingdom from having kindled a fire
and looked into the bottom of a little crucible".

■••■
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